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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER FIFTY-ONE

Feb.

1922

16,

NUMBER SEVEN

WARNS

ORDINANCE DRAWN
COMMITTEE SAVES CITY STEPHAN WILL AGAIN
AUTOISTS AGAIN
TO REGULATE THE
EXPENDITURE OF $1200 ACCEPT NOMINATION
MOTOR
BUSSES
IF IT IS TENDERED
TOO MANY FORGET TO UGHT
THEY FIND VOTING PLACE FOR
TAIL UGHTS OF THEIR
SECOND WARD IN ENGINE
WILL TAKE MUCH WORK BEMAYOR MAKES A DEFINITE
AUTOMOBILES
HOUSE
FORE IT IS IN FINAL
CHIEF

TIME GETTING SHORT.

Chief Van Ry states that if the
autoista do not look out there is going to be some wholesale arresting Public Is

OUR.

STATEMENT IN A SPEECH

FORM
To Bo

ALDERMEN

TO
I
will not get a'
al polling place buildingafter
The building was provided for, Review. Work of Post Two Yoaru
and Says Ho Has No Apologioo
^ome time ago in a council action and
To Mako
n committee was set to work to se-l
cure bids. This committee did all
The second ward

r
—

Protected By

Provisions of tbo Now
going on.
City
The cheif does not object to tail
lights being out on River avenue and
j
i 8th streets, but on the back streets
The motor bus problem has at last
work and
, which are not thoroughly lighted he
come to the attentionof the com- ^number8 o7 bfd^w* ^eivid/'u! Mayor E.
K. P.
r. Stephan
ocepnan will
wu accept •
demands that autos that are park- mon council in an official way. The was found that the cost of the project i nomination for mayor if it is ten; ed shall have tail lights burning./
ordinance committee at the meeting would be about $1200. >
! dered him and he will serve again Ii
Some minor accidents have hap- of the aldermen Wednesday evening
Then the committee discovered 1 h* is elected.
This positive statement can now
pened recently and officers have introduced a motor bus . ordinance that the second ward could secure the
been sent out to see how the law is which will be voted upon in due time. use of a room in Engine House No. be made on Mr. Stephan’sown decbeing lived up to.
The ordinance is still in a somewha: 2 which ia in every way suited to laration. Some weeks ago at a banThe officer reports that a lighted incomplete form and there Is much thia purpose. As tnis will mean a quet in Grand Rapids Mr. Stephan
tail light on the back streets is an difference of opinion on some of its saving of $1200 to the city it was de- said ho would prefer to have some
exceptionand not tka rule.
provisions.It is one of the hardest cided to accept this room as a per- one else assume the responsibilities
He did not positively decline to b«
This seems to be especially the of all ordinances to draw up because manent voting place.
case on Sundays around the church- the motor bus business is still in a
, consideredbut he
said he was not
es, and the chief states that this con- very experimental stage, but the
dition should not prevail.
mittee is at least making nn atHe is giving fair Warning through tempt to solve the problem that is
to
' ho many
council members and citithe local press and If this law is ig- pressing down on Holland as on every
nored in the future a raid will be other city.
CANDIDATES
OFFICE TO I tens of all daises had urged him to
made upon those automobileswhere \/To be fair to all sides, the comHAVE PETITIONS IN
i continue the work tpr another year
the tail lights are fou»d out, and mittee will meet with the operators
RUARY
, that he felt it his duty to comply,
| provided the people cared to nominwholesale arrestingwill be one of of motor busses to hear their side of
the features in police
*1 the case and to come to some agree- Unu.ual Lot of Work Done By the ate and elect him.
On some of the narrow streets it ment with them on certain of the
ProMBt Adminf.tration Mr. Stephan made the statement
in a little farewell speech that he
is absolutely dangerous- when auto- details of the regulations. Regulation
mobiles are parked on both sides of there will have to be, but the form
It is rather unusual
find made to the aldermen at the courthe street. This is especially true on this is to take is not clear and a pro- that as late as February 16, the I oil meeting. Ho will leave for CalCentral Avenue near the First Re- cess of evolution in motor bus legisla- spring politicalpot hasn’t even be- 1 ifornia
next Monday, and
formed church, Woman’s Literary tion may be looked for during the un to simmer, consideringthat on I
Wednesday night’s meetTuesday, February 28, the last day ! ing was the last he would attend be*
club rooms, Central avenue church next few years.
and the 14th street Christian ReAs a beginning the busses will be in the month, at 4 o’clock in the fore election, he said a few wbrds
formed church.
licensed in Holland. Also as a be- afternoon the time limit has been of farewell.
After making his statement about
We’ve done our duty, the warning winning the bus owners will be re- reached for the filing of petitions.
of the chief has been
quired to give a bond of $500 to proThis year there will have to be accepting a nomination he added: “III
J tect the city against damage to its
nominated and elected two police every campaign there is much talk. I
commissioners,
one to take the place shall not be here to defend myself
BIG
‘"I " Prtope!ity'Therj! w‘n
be an additional bond required to of Fred Kamferhoek, who resigned and hence I would like to say a few
protect the passengersin case of ac- more than a half a year ago, and an- words now. I shall not make a single
EXCHANGE CLUB INVITES ALL cident or death, but what this amount other to take the place of John S. move personally.If I am wanted
ready to serve; but if
will be has not yet been decided on. Dykstra, whose term of office exCITY OFFICIALS TO BE
the people want me, the office will
Estimates on it seem to range from pires.
PRESENT
The following other officer? will have to seek me. My record of the
Holland has been having some $3000 to $15000. But compromise
trouble with the disposing of its sew and settlemhnt on this matter will have to be voted on at the primary past two years is public property and
age and a short time ago the com- *>it further action by the committee. and later at the election unless I have no apology to make for it I
mon council had the firm of Pearse The motor, busses are becoming n of course the primariessettle the have tried to run the city in the same
way as I do my factory. I hate never
Greeley and Hansen of Chicago work public institution.The busses are us- question. :
the
A mayor in place of E. P. Stephan ; paraded as the laboring man's friend
out certain plans that would fit in ;ng the highways provided
public and the public has a celar right a city treasurerin place of Henry nor do I cater to the well to da
with conditions in this city.
Superintendent of the' Board of rot only but the duty’ to protect Geerds; a justice in the place of G. whether that be individual or corporPublic Works, R. MJt
B. Champion,
introducedon W. Kooyers; two supervisors in the ation. My record and fair dealing
v/llOIII|JiUXI| has
lido ^*^- ’f*1® ordinance
#
also worked with the engineers I Wednesday n:ght is a very lengthy place of John J. DeKoeyer and John with public service companies for
recently a detailed report was made one and ite final *orm can only be J. Rutgers;one member of the board the people is well known. I have
relating to the conditionin
in Holland
Holland 1 guessed at now.
of public works in the place, of Sim- never been quick to toady to public
sentimentcontrary to my best judg*
from the sewage
angle.
’ on Kleyn, two members of the police
ment of the needs of a case.
The Exchange Club has takeif a'
board
kt
the
place
of
Fred
KamferIN
“The charge of extragancewill of
beek and J. S. Dykstra,aldermen in
live interest in civic matters
and the secretaryMr. Lokker
1st ward in! Pll
place of Jack Blue;; al- course be made against me. But I
together with the entertainment
'derman in the second ward in place want to say now that not one dollar
committee has secured Paul Hansen ORDINANCE IS INTRODUCED IN of Herman Vandcn Brink; alderman has heen spent for which the city
of the above named firm to come
COUNCIL
THIS
in the 3rd ward in the place of Jerry did not get a dollar’* worth in reand lecture on this important sub- > Laepple ; alderman in the 4th ward turn. There have been no banquet*,
SUBJECT
ject as this pertains to Holland,
in the place of Albert Brinkman; junket*, etc., at the city’a expense^
pointing out the city’s needs along
An ordinance was introduced by alderman In 6th ward in the place and the money that ha* been expendthese lines and bow best to remedy the committee at the meeting of tho of Peter Damstra; alderman in the ed haa been for thinga absolutely
^
these defect*.
common council Wednesday evening 6th ward in the place of Ben Wiers- needed in a growing city.
“You ill know in what a bad conThe disposal of Holland’s sewag* regulating dance hall and dancing ema. N
is a mighty live question, in fact-H academies in Holland. It this ordinSeveral constable positions will dition the city hall waa two yean
nt money to _
put it in the
..».v to be voted for.
has been taken up by the state boat* Mice passes, as it probably will, all also have
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WILL SOON CLOSE.
BETTER COME

IN

AND JOIN NO W SO

MONEY

YOU WILL HA VE

__

v

NEXT CHRISTMAS.

_

Loners
_

FOR

CLUBS TO SUIT ALL*
50c,
$1, $2, $5, S10. $20 or more.
1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c,

court.

Deposits due weekly or in advance.

_
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HOLLAND CITY STATE

BAM

j

££

-given.
^
ENGINEER
SPEAK
TO

^

AT HOLLAND BANQUET

I am

_

Beyond

by

DANCE HALLS

CITY
TO BE REGULATED

Question

The

ON

VICTROLA

•

Irrespective of price— the Victrola

is

easily first, both in the quality of its

music and of the artists who have
it

as the most perfect

w

i

Stands Alone

chosen

{

for the expression of their genius.

WeHL__

of
It can be said of the present ad- shape a fine public buildingshould
ui health
ncniui who
wno have been watching »uch placet will be licensed and the
nistration that it was a very busi- he m and still more has to be done.
Holland for a few years back and if' owners and operatorswill be placed miniatratiqn
the board finds that this city is not ’.under definite regulations. (ness-like one and the relations be- I believe in keeping the city property
alive to its own health conditions,The ordinance goes into a good tween the mayor, the aldermen,and in the same good shape in which I
the state board of health will st«^( many details and owners will have the differentboards have been of the keep my own private property. That
is not extravagence,but limply comin and order the dangerous condi- to comply with a number of condi- most amicable nature,
tions
tions that will serve to keep these The mayor and aldermen have put mon sense and the truest kind of
Anyway Paul Hansen the engbr.PlatM wholesome.One of the rules in a great deal of work as well as, economy. The city should set an exeer, will be here and the members of f »n the ordinance is that no dance have the board members and it is .ample for all private property ownkeeping their placet in good
the Exchange Club felt that they baH or dancing academy shall be op- only fair to point out that harmon- ara
wished to entertainthe mayor aiuf erated in a building that is connected ious cooperation
accomplished a repair and a credit to a town where
life is worth living.
common council, the members of the with a place where intoxicating liq- great deal.
“High taxes will be another cry of
Board of Public Works and those uor is kept or consumed. Some
Besides a mass of detailed busithe campaign.l Rut I want to call
closely identified
it, -----besides
- with
------- the
v.i— ^ the aldermen object that this provi- ness which grows larger from year
other city officials on the evening of “on was superfluous in a dry country to year as the city grows, some out- your attention to the fact that fully
March 24, when they will be privil-jbut others were in favor of making standingfeatures can be pointed out 52 per cent of all the public monsy
-^ line
**•» v. insight flrsthanded assurance doubly
egecHo
get a
such as the pavement of 9th street spent in Holland the past year waa
on this proposition.
which was a very satisfactory under- for school purposes, and that was
money over which neither the mayor
The banquet will be pulled off at the
OF
'taking
nor the aldermen had the least conWomans Literary Club rooms, betrol. It cost more to run the schools
ginning at € o’clock.
SENTATIVE
putUn,* To" .
than all the boards and city offices of
PASSES
varde lighting system, second to
none. A satisfactory settlementof all the rest of the city government If
PIKE
the
question of fares by the interur- the burden of taxation has increased,
e mu
it is of course you aldermen who
STRIKES
DIED THIS MORNING; HAD ban between Macatawa and Holland have
made it increase for you have
and intermediatepoints which will
LIVED ON SAME FARM ALL
voted the money that you considered
3T*TE p0ES not KNOW NOW
be
materially
reduced
within
a
few
HIS LIFE
necessary. But I have the fullest faith
MONEY WILL BE
weeks.
An
equitablerate for gas which in your carefulness and economy. You
AVAILABLE
Henry J. Kooyers, father of Reprehas finally been decided by the believe in a progressive city and a
sentative G. W. Kooyers, died this
Michigan Public Utilitiescommission progressive city cannot be run withThe building of the pike road thru 1 morning at 8 o’clock at his home
when a recent reduction was made. out money. But the money has never
the city of Holland has struck a snag south of the city after an illness of
A paving program has been start- been wasted; it ha? been used and the
The common council received word about five weeks of inflammatory
ed that would take in some of the city has received full value.”
from the county road commission last rheumatismfollowed by heart disMr. Stephan then added a few
worst streets |in Holland and for
night that the state road commission eaRe- Mr< Kooyers was bom on the
words of personal farewell and passed
which there is a crying need.
is up in the air as to its 1922 road *arm that he occupieduntil his death,
The extending of the Michigan the cigars in honor of his birthday.
building program and that it is not ^® would have been 67 years old
Pike through the heart of Holland
certain the money will be available in next Sunday. He was highly respectwhich includes the paving of River
July. Hence* the action taken by the
*n the community ir which he
J. E. Smith, secretary of the Naavenue south to 17th street and 17th
council two weeks ago had to be sP®nt his life and he was for many street west to the city limits. In this tional Silver Fox Breeders’associareconsidered, and it is not known now years an elder in the first Reformed case the city was fortunatein hav-jtion,with officesin Muskegon, anwhen the deal with the state can be church in this city.
ing the state pay a subsUntial pro- nounced Saturday the association
closed.
The deceased is survived by his
Iwill hold an international fox show
The street committee was given
the power to ask for bids as soon as era of Holland, and Henry and Frank
tion of a hospital had to be met, and this year.
the county commission sends word of Allegan county. He is also sur- this also entailed a great deal of
The officersof the association althat the state is ready to finance its vived ^ ®ix grandchildren, and one
so announced that they will make a
work.
share of the
sister, Mrs. Fanny Sikkema of MonNo doubt many of the accomplish- test case of the proposition as whethtana.
ments have been forgotten in this er it i.s permissible to assess taxea
The funeral will he. held Saturday list. 1)01 it is evident that these men against foxes as domesticated aniAl TenHoor, 3 E. 7th «t broke his afternoonat 1 o’clock from the home
who have served the city for what mals. The officers state that the
leg when he accidentallyfell from and at 2 o'clock from the First Remight be called practically nothing 0™*» oL“°re than $5,000,000.00
the room of his home.
formed church, Rev, James Wayer ? year, have performed therr duties worlh of foxes in Michigan are willofficiating.
1 faithfully,conscientiously and well. , *nK to Pfly taxes on the animals, but
| No doubt some of them will want that in some countiesthey are not
HOPE IS REVENGED ON
to be returie l while others may wish assessed and. in others they are, and
KALAMAZOO NORMAL to retire,but whatever the case may that in no county in the state is the
.
. .
be, they do not have to be ashamed breeder given protection.
In 8 hard fought game last night of the services they rendered the city
The fox breeders want protection
the Hope College quintet dawned the practically without pay.
when foxes escape from the pens so
KalamazooNormals 21 to 16. A 10
that the finders may not kill them
to 7 lead was taken by Hope in first
and secure a state bounty on the
Early Lay>g Chickens
Babv Chicks. From strickly
half. The playing was very rough and
skins. Law7ers in western Michigan
pure bred stock. 100 percent
a near riot occurred near the close
Beginning the last week in March state that the taxing of the animals
guarantee safe on arrival.
of the game. Capt Japinga and Rie- we will commence
- to
. deliver
........Spring ! 8hould afford
protectionto the
no fAllmi™.
S r
nnd that if they are to ba
mersma were strong factors in the rhinVft
Chicks as
follows vS.
C. White Leg- ! breoriprs
breedersand
Instructive Circular Free.
Hope victory over a team which beat horns 10c; S. C. Ahconas 12c; Bar-I1®*®8 that the state will have to do
the Collegians early in the season. A red Rocks 15c; Rhode Island Reds .away with the bounty.
Colonial Fill try Firms,
hrge crowd attended.
15c. All Al stock; no culls. Bring* In the northern part of the state
| The Hope College reserves defeat- _
____
r Zeeland, Nick.
in your orders
now and do not get however, where some wild foxes still
e*' Holland high ,n a fast preliminary disappointed.
A. Peters 5 and lOe’roara, such a case would bring
23 to
Store and Bazaar,
. East 8th St and a hardship to the hunters, it is
Central avenue. 4t 2-2-16 3-2-16 ed out

changed.
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There is a place for a Victrola in
your

home. Come in today and

let

us play your favorite music for you.

NEW MODEL

—

Meyer Music Housei
W.

8

th

St

/

~

i

Furnishing
*

•

<

/

numerous

to

mention.

COME TO
213 River Avenue
Phemambuco’s Meat Market

o’Clock Saturday

LUGERS

|

project

Furniture, Couches, Dishes,
•Pictures, Tables, Hardware, Library Tables, Chairs and Rockers; other

H.

te

,

Room

1

*

1

^

Including: Bedroom Suites, Dining

Bld’g Next to

-i

REPRE-

,

WHEN

HOLLAND, MICH

—OF—

Articles too

sure.

ROAD PROJECT
A SNAG

AUCTION

Household Goods

-

of

KOOYERS
AWAY

Splendid value— Easy terms.

17

,

i

FATHER

80-Price $100.00

SOLE VICTOR AGENTS]

-

& SON, Auctioneers

1

I
I

HATCHING EGGS

_

.

!

—

-

.

_
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19.
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Holland City Newt

WtitiM

HALL CROWDED

FORGED NAME OF
NEIGHBOR’S SON

THE Y

AT

!

CONTRIBUTES EDI-

MEETING TORIALS TO

NATION-

MORE THAN 300 LISTEN TO ADAL PUBLICATION
PRESS BY DR. HENRY
BEETS
In the February 11 issue of “The
The Y meeting Sunday afternoon r,hr;8t;unWork," a religious weekly

TO A NOTE

^

Joe Aldering of Laketown, a son
K. Aldering of Laketown, was armootino’ of
nf the
the year ' w;ih h
» national
nntinpalcirculation
iMi'Culatiouand one
••lie
was the banner meeting
P. Stephan has been buried deep, for rested by Officer Bontekoe on the
?0 far. More than 300 persons, by .i f the leading, rublications <?f its
in New York, apof Kaipn
Ralph ?0 far. More man
the reason that the officials of the charge of signing the name ol
extreinei
ly interesting edi-!
interurbanin a conferencewith the Meyering,a neighborsson, to a note actual count, attended,and the
Mayor, City Attorney Me Bride and at n local bank and thus securing !l C Hall was crowded, a.l chairs torjaif “The Fate oif the Freebooter,”
by Dr. J. E. Kuizenga. In it Dr. KuiAlderman Wiersma have indicated 127.50 from the bank by forgery upstairs and downstairs both being zenga points out that the freebooting
—
that they wish to do the square thing and under false pretenses. The
nations have been shown to be their
Dr. Henry Beets of Grand Rapid
neme8iB
#nd 4knf indu3try
___
___
indllafrv
young man admitted the deed when
by the city of Holland.
gave
one
of
the
finest
addresses
of
9jj0Uid
learn
a
lesson
from
the
fate
Altho this matter hasn’t been con- he appeared before Justice Van
the
year,
his
theme
being
“The
0f robber countries; that the applicatinually aired in the papers, it must Schclven Saturday and paid a fine
Young Mans Strength.” He called tion of the law of the exploitation
,uot be construed that constant ne- . ^d costs In view of the fact that
of the weak by the strong industrialattention to physical, mental and
ly, which has been in force a long
gotiations have not been going on. he is subject to epileptic seizures
spiritual strength, illustrating hi* time and is still all too potent, will
The fact of the matter is that there and because of other circumsUnces
points by references to characters in inevitably lead to disaster and traghas been a great deal of correspond- the case was handled in justice court
history. He declared that the Y. M. edy for the strong, as the application
and
the
authorities
were
lenient,
ence, several meetings between the
Jof the same law among nations has
not insisting on making it a circuit;^ a. stands for all these^
the Strong politiofficials of the company and the
a kinds of strength, that it is not an cally and diplomatically.
court
case
and
consequently
mayor, who generallycalled in the
In the December 31st issue of the
athletic club alone but an institucity attorney and some of the al- state’s prison affair.
samo magazine Dr. Kuizenga had an
tion
also
for
the
development
of
Young Aldering representedhimdermen and out of it all the whole
editorial on the subject, “Can \Ne
mental and spiritual power. Dr.
matter has been settledamicably and self at the bank as the son of Henry
Control the Future!"
Beets himself has been a member
the interurban company has cone Meyering of Laketown, declaring
NEW SERVE-SELF GROCERY
that his father was sick and that he of the Y for 25 years.
across U1UIC
more than
half way.
mail *i«»»
MIBb ••••>
11
»
Jacob Fris presided over the meetTO BE OPENED FRIDAY
Mr. Harraen at the last conference needed some money. He had preing
and
Leo
Te
Paske
sang
a
solo.
held Friday afternoonat the city at- vi0usly found out where Mr. MeyerA new retail business concern will
tomey’s office stated that the Hoi- ing banked his money and where he
be added to Holland’sstores Friday
land interurban felt that they want- carried a savings account He signe
when Fred Lemmen and Henry
ed the cooperation of the citizens of the name of Ralph Meyering
e
Krcuker, both residents of this city,
OF $2568.00 will open a Serve-Self Grocery in
Holland; that on the whole, through receivedthe money he asked r
the Wilms building at 25 1 River avmore than 20 years of doing busi- without question.
The inheritancetaxes under the enue.- The name of the now concern
Next day Henry Meyering happenness with the city their relations
federal law was determined in pro- will be “The River Avenue Serve
with HoUaad have been of the most ed to step into the bank and on being
Self Grocery” and it will be conducted on the cash and carry plan that
has become extremely popular in
He stated that he felt that even’ been sick and that it was not his The following were the estates Used Holland during recent years. The
new firm will be open for business
though a sacrificewas made in this son who had drawn out the money, under that lav
Friday.
instance the company wished thclFurther investigation pointed to Joe! Estate of John DeJongh, d«ce“e
good will of Holland and vicinity and Alderingand his arrest followed. jNo. 9121, $175.1
r. e'

The hatchet between the Holland
Interurban Company and Mayor E.
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Memorial Day
Is the

V

-----

ZEELAND ESTATE
PAYS INHERITANCE
TAX

;

®n

(

ONE DAY ihjn you most wish your

Cemetery Lot
be,

to be in pttper condition. Will it
without the grave of that departed Loved One

properly

marked?

Your order placed now will insure you
prompt delivery in the spring.

t

of

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS
'4
Show Rrom open

<

18 West 7th St.

7 a.

m. to

5 p.

m.

Sat

to 9 p.

m.

I

|

.

’

.

WEATHERMAN HAS BEEN
GOOD TO US SO FAR

mer-j Young

Aldering was reluctantto, was formerly a residentof brand
it that good
admit that he had been implicated in Haven.
Estate of George Schwab, deceas'the affair but
The result of that meeting
meeting bebe-’the
out samples of
oi his
n.3 hardWhen we boast, the common sayedNo. 9158, $504.17. Mr. Schwab
rtween Mr. Harrsen, and Mr. Brown of writing gave him away and a confeswas formerly an old time resident ng is “Knock on wood.” But not:the Holland Interurban and Mayor sion was finally secured.
withstandingthis superstitious idea,
of Spring Lake.
Stephan, City Attorney Me Bride,
Estate of Stephen L. Munroe, de- we are venturing to say something
and Alderman Ben Wiersma wa^ as
ceased, No. 8452, $2641.77. Mr. about the weather.
IS
AT
‘•follows:
It is doubtful if ever there was a
Munroe was formerly a resident of
The rate to Macatawa today is 35c
More than one-half the tractors in use are Fordwinter in these parts that has proven
Grand Haven, Mich.
for the round trip and 19c for a sin,o
ideal
as
this
one.
sons. Your dealer carries a complete line of parts.
Estate of Dr. Thos. G. Kuizenga,
Beechwood P-T Club Friday evengle fare. Under the new arrangement
The late fall and early winter
The Fordson you buy today will not be an obsolets
ing celebrated its eighth anniversary deceased, No. 8452. $2568.13. Dr.
the fare will be five trips to Macawere balmy and exceptionaluntil a
by having a “home-coming" meeting Kuizenga was formerly a resident of
model tomorrow.
rtarai and return for $1 between the
week before Christmas when a small
1 Invitations were sent to many old Zeeland.
t dates of June 15 and Sept. 1, or 20c
oack of snow covered the ground
summer scholars and they were conveyed to
the round trip during the
nicely making the weather seasonaPRESENT THEIR TEACHER
the school in automobiles.
CO.
months.
ble and Christmasy without the seWITH
BEAUTIFUL
DESK
i
i a * ' A historical sketch of the school
The Young Men’s Class of the 3r< vere cold.
Sept™be,r.ls. U* was given in the form of a commitJune 15 wUl b, four round t„p tick.
interesti„g
This brand of weather continued
Reformed church Sunday school hel<
eta for a dollar or 26c to Macatawa tee
beyond
New Years and until the midts annual meeting at the home o
and «Urn.
' U f or the fJ achoolhousewas the teacher, Peter Notier, Friday dle of January when a week of near
iatevpamtawill be at the rate of
and the buflding. evening, 32 being present. Mr. No- zero weather was “sandwiched" in.
For instance, wh.le the fare
cost $600.
Just enough to make for a fine ice
tier was presented with a beautiful
v* Lugers croas.ng now is 22c for a
.'boardedaround" walnut spinet desk. A program, con- harvest of the most wonderful ice
round trip, in the future it will beiThc
V. . „eek sistingof readingsby W. E. Vtnder that has ever been taken from this
only 14c and other pointa
L. ,16
tut a
» montl
alary w'a,
Zica, number, was giv lake. Every one needing ice has
en, and a social time was enjoyed. been well suppliedand an ice famor
leS
“1.
At that time the school was too The followingofficers were elected: ine will be out of the question next
on distance, as the case may be.
small so the old building was sold president, Benj. Vanden Berg; vice season.
The mayor’s stand on the rates
Along comes February, generally
for $25 and a new one erected for president, Ben Wiersma; secreUry,
<q»estion was taken late last sumconsidered
the coldest month in the
$1,000. In 1895 the first furnace Frank Lievense; treasurer,Ray
jner when the rate to the local reentire year, and altho short-lived,is
was installed and in 1905 they had Knooihuizen; chorister, Albert Bersorts was raised from 15c to 35c
usually filled with tempests and
compas; teacher. Peter Notier.
free text books.
and the mayor felt that this boost The present building was erected
storms with a thermometerbelow
at
Salput oi
of proportion.
zero.
Notwithstandingthe fact that
was altogether
altogetner put
Beechwood
pays
full
tuiBeechwood pays full tui- STATE
this is February 16, the last six days
remind one of early spring and the
for the rank and file of the citizens
beautiful evenings with the full
rural school in the county, there be1
St.,
of Holland,and that a man in ormoon shining, of approaching frog
ing 117 schools in all, 93 of which
State Game Warden Robert Hoy
dinary circumstancescould not af25,
time.
are one room.
of
Sougatuck, a superior officer to
ford to pay 35c especially if he had
With
the exception o| possibly a
It now has 120 scholars and can
15 good work horses from 1100 to 1500 lbs., 4 good
to take his family for a days’ out- boast of three sets of twins, as one Deputy Game Warden Oscar John month, this has been what could be
son, descended suddenly upon the
ing He stated that this rate would other school did.
called a “green winter." On De- road horses, 10 good milch cows, some fresh, others to be
fishermenon the ice on Black Lake cember 20 the grass in ; Centennial
practically bar many laboring men
Other numbers on the program
fresh soon. Alew head of young stock, 6 sows bredabout
Thursday afternoon and arrester Park was as ijreen as midsummer,
from enjoying the one great pleas- were:
shoats wu.®
some 125 lbs. Several
January 1st.
isi. About
/\uuui 15
iu ouuaio
seven of them on the charge of havure which they have always enjoyed,
and only the fall of snow covered
Piano solo, Prelude in C Minor,
.
------i ----wag0ns, top
lumber
wagons,
dump
boxes,
and
racks,
spring
namely a trip to Macatawa Park Mrs. Jennie Kardux; vocal duet. ing undersixed perch in their pos- all this.'
session. The complaints that were
Motoriste have taken advantage buggies, surreys, cutters, bob sleighs, work harnesses,
jind Lake itichigan
“Smiling Thru,” Mrs. Harold Van
igle ana
implements,
The mayor also contended that Dyke and Miss Wilma Wydgraff; made against these seven men were of the unusual condition of the high- single
and oouoie
double buggy harnesses, some farm
farmii
ways for they were never better. It
tno doubt the Interurban road was duet, mouth organ, Mr. C. Hansen, (ill signed by Mr. Hoy.
including one new manure carrier with cable. Plumbers
The seven men who are from Ho is stated that the highway from Hoientitled to some raise considering jews harp, Mr Bohl; vocal solo,
supplies such as unions, elbows, couplings, nipples and
that everything that entered into the “Beggar Maid,’* Mr. Earl Kardux; land city and Holland township were land to Detroit is a veritable boulepipe. About 15,000 feet lumber and timbers of all kinds.
running of an interurbanor steam vocal polo, “Rocked in the Cradle arraigned before Justice Den Herd- vard and the roads from this city to
One platform scale 2,000 lbs. capacity, one hay scale, 5 ton
road had doubled or tripled,still he of ihe Deep,” Mr. Dick Ter Seek; er Friday afternoon and Mr. Don Grand Haven and Muskegon to the
Herder
fined them the costs in the 'north, and South Haven and Sauga- capacity, one 12-horse gasoline engine on truck. 1 De
felt that the raise demanded was al- B-E-E-C-H-W-0-0
S-CH-O-O-L
Laval Cream Seperator with pully for engine, 1,000 feet
together too high, notwithstandingexercises by 15 grownups dressed case. The men are Andrew Abel, J. tuck are as fine as in midsummer.
_
________
_________
Schrieber,
Bert Gebben,_ G.
G. Lahuis,
Last Sunday the parking spots of good manilla rope. Other articles too numerous to menthe fact that the Michigan Public as youngsters.
Utilities company had sanctioned For encores they sang a Beech P. Pal, T.’ Pal and Dick Schaftenaar.Macataw, were practically filled
The chances are that there
motorjsts coming from all di- tion.
the raise.
wood tong, “School Days", and gavo
to sec thc iccbergs.
Terms of sale:-Credit will be given on all good bankable paThis fact brought on the differ- the Beechwood yell. Short talks a repercussionfrom tins senes of,
were
- ....... ...
arrests
that
will be heard in the leg- ( ln gumm5ng up the winter
per
untill
Obtober 1. 1922, without interest.All sums $10 00 and
ences between Mayor Stephan, the were given by Miss Van Alsburg,
principal,
Mr.
C.
Plakke,
director,
islative
halls
at
Langing
next
session.
find
that
we
have
practically
under
cash.
Over $10.00 five per cent will be giveh for cashCommon Council and the Holland principal, Mr. C. Plakke, director,
and
greetings
by
Mr.
P.
Huyser,
Mrs.
The
officers
and
the
justices
®*ihad
no
cold
to
speak
of,
still
we
have
Interurban
.........
n ___ ____ \f !ua Tiwvppr. Miss Do course no alternative but to enfroc. enough jce to meet an demands.
We are however pleased to report Boomtra>
Miss Westveer, Miss Do
the law, and there is no doubt about We have had enQUgh snow for
that now the
___ .Holland Interurban and Miss Strowenjans,all forthe meaning of the seven-inch chri8tmas and also enough ^ cover
______ ____
___
company has come across
more than
mer teachers.
as it applies to catchingperch. But all the crops to give these proper
half way giving the citizens of HolMr. Johnson, a scholar of the ’90s
protectjon#
land a 20c round trip ticket in the gave a short talk as did Mr. Fred almostcjeverybodywho
summer time and a 25c rate during Cockran of Grand Rapids and Mr. thing about fishing agrees that the ( There hag been little ^now grovel,
application of the law to Black
for
the tjme
file fall and winter months. No fair Roy Heath.
is wholly unnecessary,and there i8(the walkg were {ree from snow The
minded citizen can kick on this setDelightful refreshment were servtlement as it is even better than ed after which the people renewed certain to be a strong effort to have bighwayg for mot0ring were such
]aying up of carg hag nol
what the Holland officials had hoped many old acquaintancsand then the the law repealed during the
To take a chance with your savings?
I been thought of. and the majority of
for.
meeting adjourned.
You answer emphatically “NO.” \ou put your
It is freely charged that the state
have been in
all winter.
The tickets purchased in bldcks of
savings in a bank, where they are safe.
game and fish department is
hag been plenty of fue, of nll
five can be used by anyone at any
Again: •• DOES IT PAY?: ~ to take a chance
on
Holland
because
of
the
great
Jack Frogt ha8 inconveni
Rev. H. A. Vruwink pastor of the
time.
with vour HOME and all that il holds, and all
no one
that it means to you in saving and sacrifice?
Second Reformed church of Grand amount of trouble that this city
given
the
department.
The
present
naa recently received
recciveu two
w.v —
.........
,
CHANGES ON HOLLAND RURAL Haven, has
What is Your answer?
pastorates. Oi\e arrests wire ipade ppt by the local
ROUTES ARE ANNOUNCED calls from other
Remember. Insurance is not speculation, it U
Hugh
E.
Lillie
of
Grand
Haven
...
• ’
i
. t
U,.
call is from Abbe Reformed church deputy Johnson but by an outsider wants the office of justice of peace.
protection.
at Clymer, N. Y., and the other who was apparentlysent to Holland
You want the best. Only the best will do.
Leonard Van Liere, present subcomes from Trinity Reformed at purposelyto make a haul. But if
Henry
Van
Kampen
was
in
Grand
stitute city letter carrier, has been
For more than fifty years the MeBride IneurAmsterdam, N. Y. Mr. Vruwink has the present temper of local sports- Rapids Thursday.
ance Agency has furnishedthis community
appointed regular carrier on Rurmen
is
any
indication
then
Holland
not yet announced his decision on
with just that kind of insurance,the very best
al Route No. 6. This is the route
the calls. He is a graduate of Hope is going to make a great deal more
there is to be had.
Andrew
Steketee
of
A.
Steketee
serving the Lakewood Farm and
trouble for the state game and
college.
Besides this, it has llways aiven you dependable
Sons was in Grand Rapids on busiVentura district.Clifford B. Hopfish department until the obnoxious
service. Its one aim has Men to furnish secunty
kins the present carrier on Route 6
statute is either repealed or modi- 716.3 Frid.y.
and service.
will be transferred to the new route
The regular monthly vestry meet fled.
It is your oldest, largest, and strongestInsurance
Contractor Fritz Jonkman was in
established last fall, known as Route ing of Grace Episcopalchurch will be
Agency.
Grand
Rapids
on
business
Saturday.
No. 12, and which supplies territory held this evening in the Guild hall.
Abe Cappon was in Grand Rapsouth of Graafschap as far as Belveon businessSaturday.
Anna Bontekoe and Anna Karstcn
dere Farm. Rural Route 12 has been
Sears Me Lean was in Grand Rap- hav? retun,e<i after spending a week
River Ave. Cor. 8th St.
Telephone 1147, .
served by substitute rural carrier, Mrs. J. K. Van Lente and daughids on business for the Holland & in (^icag0Henry J. Wiggers since that route ter Ruth were Grand Rapids visitors
St Louis Sugar Co. Saturday.
7
Saturday.
was established in Oct, 1921.
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they were going to endeavor to
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Auction!
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A

Public Auction will be held at
Holland, Mich.,
the Holland
vage Go. [the former livery barn of
Boone Bros.] No. W. 7th
at 9
A. M., Saturday, February
1922.
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BLACK LAKE
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Holland Oily Howl
ROTARY CLUB

AT
IN
THE
CHURCH CIRCLES FISHERMEN
TAKES A SHOT
ARREST

JANSEN BOOK IS

IS

LLER”
“BEST belle:

GOING TO DETROIT

National Rotary Club concome to Detroit on A book has just been published
Thc arrest of seven men on the ice
March 9 and 10 and it waa decided a Gr. Rapids publishinghouse that on Bltck ufce Thursday on the
by the Holland Rotarianato charter threatens to become A “best seller’’ charge of violating the law in regard
a special parlor car from Holland at least in church circles in Holland to p^h fohing Friday stirred the ire
to Petroit accommodatingsome 50 and other Western Michigan cities.0f former Mayor Bosch and he re*
members of the club.
The title of the book is “The Crisis iieVed his feeling? in an interview,
The Holland Ratary club will be in the ChristianReformed Church” “Technicallyof course all the arh^st at one of the big luncheons and it is from the pen of Dr. Ralph aments are on the side of the offigfven in Detroit when some 500 Jansen, of Grand Rapids, formerly cjais » he declared, “and when any*

by

guests will be alloted to the Holland of East Holland. The book has just onc prot«ats against such a batch of

entertain. been placed on

aggregationto
Other clubs about the state will
have to do the same, for there are
a lot of Rotarian?going to be present and someone will have to entertain

book

sale in a local

any

t

pjrit of the

I y

law and the

Grand Rapids will also assume Dr. Jansen is at present on a -aw And ] believe this is a case of
some of this burden as will year’s involunUryvacation with enforcing the letter at the expense
Muskegon and Grand Haven clubs. J PAjr. Last year the synod of the|0f the spirit This law was never
Anyway the Holland Rotarians Christian Reformed denomination meant
jjke Biack Lake
will whirl to Detroit in style and took this action after there had been a diroct connectionwith Lake Michi-

^
by

way.

will take part in the deliberations in a long and heated controversy grow-

the Black

Lake

reaortera

TJAS

come back lata in June and early in

11

July they will find ready for them

resorters take
to their

when on

summer homes,

many

their

Who

way

they come in by means of automo-

out, it is expected that the new Pike

Let us sit down together and discover what is
the best permissible arrangement of your af*
fairs for the benefit of the loved ones. Let ua.

road through tho city, to be built
iointlyby the state of Michigan and
the city, will be completed and ready

cooperate.

^

are ready to

come back

Call at our offlca for our now BookUt’

here.

Ordinarilyit would not be possi-

“What you

ble to build a paved street for such
distance as the length of this one

“Oldest Inst Compiny ia Micbljan

THE
MichiganTrcst

from after the ings in that school. The four profes-,Qnamendm€nt to the bill that wa; started the work last fall because
convention has become history.
son, some months ago published a dcgi(me(i to take care lake! likc they knew how highly desirable it
book on the presses of the Holland Black LakCi {or the incIdsion ot
would be to have the street comPrintingcompany giving their rea- wWch und(.r the pTOvitions of the act

will surely be heard

pleted

'

before the

resorters

COJVUPA1SIY
Grand Rapids, Michigan

come

sons for the charges they had made there could be no excuse. And the
and defending tbelr position from bm WM pa3ged with this nnde„tand. back. A broken up road is a source
various points of view.
4^ t
of great annoyance to these summer

Those shoe cutters at the Holland
And now Dr. Jansen comes back .,But everybody know8 how bills
Shoo company are regular fellows,
h this book which is enjoying a are pas8ed at UnBing> The
and no one has anything on them wide reading locally. It is pretty
along for weeks and
when it comes to doing things up (1 fticult for thc general reader to un- raontbg and then passes a couple of
brown.
derstand what it is all about and hundred bills in a few hourg( and u
You hear of Rotary Club, Ex- he may find it hard to undersUnd Been)K that in
ruah a cog 8lippod
change Club and Business Men's where the scrap comes in; but for
and such lakes ar- Black lake wer?
banquets, but the cutters are not to thoso who have £oliowe(i the controfound to be included.
be
v«sy from the beginning the book
“But everybody who knows anyThursday evening was the seventh is naturally of absorbing interest.
thing about fishing knows that they
annual banquet put on by these men,
Dr. Jansen who appears |n the

^ur(,

^

outdone.

visitors and irritation caused
is

by

it

poor advertising for Holland.

UbleTwe"

native

Does Scittka Make

To avoid that the committee saw
to it that the curb and gutter along

most of the distance of the Pike
road along 17th street were built
late last fall. Early this spring, just
is quickly as the weather will per-

Yon

Does

make you a cripple, unable to get out of
a mild one that merely makeai
moving around a misery and pain a constant compansciatica

bed? Or

is your case

ion?

In either event you are unable to work or think,
and you are making others sufferfwithyou, for that ia

the law of life.

Sciatica is a form of neuritis or neuralgia of the scianerve. It may be present without either liver or
kidneys being inactive. In this respect it differs from
rheumatism,which is always accompanied by coitivt~
ness and kidney trouble. Sciatica is caused by pressure on the sheath of the sciatic nerve and this pre*
sure causes an inflammation and swelling of the sheath,
which compresses the nerve and causes the constant
pain which is the characteristicof this disease.

ARMORY PROJECT

tic

c

Wafters Olives

HOLLAND

NATIONAL

Two Yeara

Bread

Mode

WANTED

read-

.

liJO to 5

Sat.

_

P.M.

10 Ail. to 6

Van Bree ewg;:

My

Hn. 9 to 11 A. M.
7 to 8 P. M. Man. Wadt.PlL

GRAND RAPIDS,
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iV'VA ve-v* *

18 Monroe

Citz.

Ave.

'

Phone64597 r,’;
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have an unusually

fine

acres, located 1 mile north of

land, Mich. Take the

first

Farm consists o( sand and

%

farm

for sale comprising

Phoenix cheese

factory,.

80

Zet-

turn to the north of the factory.
clay alone; wonderfulloik

makes

good dairy and poultry farm, with unusually good buildings
,

Have very good reasons

for selling.

Make

all inquiries of

owner of property.

^

of

>-v <* *

Fine Farm for Sale

VETERAN
EIGHTY-

'

Bldg. ZEKLAND

Peter’s
P.M. daily
7 to 8 P. M. Tne*., Thur. and

Boon

STEALING

Vries.
7^*”

—

HOLLAND

MONEY ORDERS

t
,
_
Ma-

JONGE

LICENSED CHIROPRACTORS * •/

COLORED MAN

Mulder;

Ends*

DE JONGE & DE

-

Nellie

of Suffering

“For more than two yean prior to coniultiaf a chiropractor, 1 haia
been suffering with Kittle rheumstiim. In Aagust 1919 I wu suffering intepse pain and it was so bud tbit I wu unable to work tod Hi
fact wu unable to move about at all. The ffret chiropracticepiaal
adjuatroent brought relief but I continued through December when 1
wu diKharged. I have been shoeingbones ever since without return
of the trouble.”—John Schauia,ChiropracticResearch Bureau. Sworn
Statement No. 1283R.

Peas

>

JOHN DE JONGI.D.C.

By

ROTARY

^

32

Hciltk Tilk IU.

.

FORM CHORAL
COLLEGE

a Cripple

mit, this work will he completed and

the excavatingfor the paving proper will begin. Plans of course someo?dmLrn,k\cHong
defending himself'sgain.t t^wirlh^in^tlporto/hu" times do go wrong but every effort
01 means, inree long tables were charKes of heterodoxy, is a
____
v ......
______
dreds of people here when no good will be made to have the street finbeautifully decorated for the occaof Holland Twp. He is a graduate is served by such interference
sion and fifty cutters sat down to
shed before the opening of the reof Hope College and of several uni*
sort season.
“sup” with their wives or sweet- versties in Europe. He has also ridiculous.”
hearts as the case might be.
On Feb. 24 a hearing will be held
rtudied in American univefsities.
CLUB GETS BE- to decide on the kind of pavement
There were 100 happy faces about
along this street and on Feb. 25th
the festive board, and believe us if
HIND
TO
UNyou take a "squint” at the menu beSince publicity has been given the bids will be opened at Grand Haven
ION AT HOPE
low, how could they help but be
Armory project, this proposition has ’o’ntly by the street committee of
happy? A chicken dinner and all
taken like wild fire. In fact the Ro- Holland and representatives of tha
A choral union, larger and better tary club has voted to get behind state highway department.
the trimmings. Yum! Yum! Look
than Hope has ever produced,is the
at it!
the project immediatelyand no
new project that i» occupying the in- doubt win
the
ration
MENU
GOVT. PAID
| crest 0, tne college student.. A'other cIub! thi, cit
Fruit Cocktail
this city.
Pickles large number have already sub$5,600 FOR
City Treasurer Geerds was invited
scribed for membership and it is exFricassee Chicken
GUARDS!
to speak at the luncheon Thursday
pected that the union will be the
Cranberries
and outlined the armory project
largest that was ever formed on the
Brown Bread
much*the same as has already been
City Treasurer Henry Geerds
campus.
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
publishedin the local papers.
who
is also commander of the NaSometime
ago
cantata
singing
was
Fruit Salad Whipped Cream
Mr. Geerds gave detailed informational
Guard of Holland received a
introduced
to
the
student
body,
and
Pie a la
Coffee
tion relating to the origin of the Nacheck
from
the state Friday mornit
proved
that
Hope
College
has
Candy
tional Guard, what the organization
ng
totaling
$1,970.00
more
than
enough
musical
talent
to
After getting around this bill of
stood for, what the guard This amount of money was for
fare there was another unusual pro- warrant a good choral union.
meant to Holland and what the
drill pay and was distributed among
Several oratorios have been sung
gram of speaking,reading and muguard meant to our government.
the guards in Holland. There were
sic, with Peter C. Dalman ably act- by students. A special cantata seHe stated that while Uncle Sam
26 drills in all, which brought thc
lection by Goudon, was given with
ing as toastmaster.
had only a small standing army
Below you will find the intellect- remarkable puccesr when Dr. Mac- there were today more than a half above sum.
This is not all the money that Mr.
kenzie spoke nere. The.orojecthas
ual bill of fare:
million picked men, well drilled,
Geerds has received, as early last)
Invocation, Peter C. Dalman; se- the hearty endorsement of thc
ready to answer the country’s call
spring a check for $1,300 was paid
lection, Cutting Room Orchestra;School of Music.
when that country needed them.
the guards for drill service and in
Dialogue, Peter Unema and
I At the same time the expense of midsummer $1,400 was distributed
Breen; Cutting Room Quintette.
IS
the standing army was eliminated.
to compensate them for seven days]
Hand Cutters; reading, Raymond
FOR
Mr. Geerds also stated that the
of camp duty at Grayling, Michigan.
Smeenge; piano tolo, John
drillinggiven to our Holland guards
One thousand dollars was alio rebaritonesolo, John TerBeek;
some 100 in number, made for
ceived
to maintain the buildingin
ing, John Beltman; 1 quartet,
The Grand Rapids association ot healthy bodies, healthy minds, and
which
the
guards are now located,
chine cutters; stories, John Molen- Commerce writes Fred Beeuwkes,
sthunch American citizenship and
and
in
which
they have their weekly
aar; tenor solo, Peter Dalman; se- secretary of the Merchants’Associawhat was true in the National
drills.
It
can
be readily seen that!
lection,Sterling Tno; Dialogue, Pet- t.on of Holland asking him to inform Guald8 jn Hol|and was true o( ,im.
because
of
the
company
of National
er Unema and John Ter Beek; read- the merchants of this city that
aU over the Un.
*!«. r
ilar organizations
Guards, Holland received from thc
ing, Albert Johnson; Budget, Gerrit colored man named H. Anderson has ;tpd sta|e5.
«tate in thc way of pay for these
De
been passing stolen money orders in
Mr. Geerds went into details of
Grand Rapids in the followingbov, )j0]]and cou]d receive a $55,000 young men the sum of $5,670 which
is spent in this city and comes from
CIVIL WAR
t"'° *65 °rde" *nd 0ne building for $25000 and have it the outside.
CELEBRATES
' The money order b|ank, we„ maintained without costing the city
Thc company has been organized
TIJIRD BIRTHDAY, gtolen jn Detroit one year ag0> To n cent, making available two gymna- 'less than a year, and is a real live
iums. a larger drill floor, a banquet
organization that puts young men in
-Hay suspicion
colored man prehall, a large auditorium for politiLouis Bp. Krakker celebrated his sents a telegranisupposedly from
excellent physical training and conse
cal or mass meetings or one that
83rd birthday Thursday. All the a brother informing him that the
quently good health. Every young
could be used for entertainment.A
children and grandchildren wore brother is sending him money hypos- b,j;!di
woUd contain a largc man of military age should become
present, to the number
27. tal cider.
a member of a company of that sort,
stage, shower baths and swimming
Among those from out of town were The association of Commerce thru
not so much from the standpoint of
pool.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Kraker of its secretary T. B. Prickett is asking
being a soldier, but for the reason
The biggest feature of this proGrand Rapids and Mrs. John Hout- Holland merchants to keep their
that it is very essential to personal
ject is the fact that the building
ing and daughter Geneva of Milwau- oves 0pen f0r this colored gentlehealth which the training cannot
"'ll be maintained by the state, for
kee. Mr. De Kraker is a veteran of man in order not to be stung themhelp but bring to them.
this feature has always proved to
the Civil war and each year he still selves and if apprehended to notify
This was thoroughlymanifest durbe n heavy drain upon the citizens
attends the state endampments. Even Grand Rapid* immediately,
ing the late war when the thousands
when semi-public buildings are
wore remarkable than that he is still 1 Mr. Beeuwkes handed the letter to
of young men of delicate health who
maintained.
in active business, serving custom- the publicity committee of the local
were consideredweaklings, came
ere at the Do Kraker & De Koster organization and for that reason this
back as hard as nails and as strong
market with the efficiencyof a man matter is given immediate circulairon.
TO GIVE
thirty years
tion through the lotal preas.
From that standpoint there are

j

should know about WUU and tha Con•orvatlon of Eatatoa.”

Qyr own

none.

SWATH AT BANQUET

you?

Will, your known wishes will not be
recognized, but very probably ignored, and
the court cannot assume to act except as the
statute prescribes.

•

SHOE CUTTERS OUT BIG

will represent

Without a

at least if

representativeat between the time that the spring
the same
hng out of certain charges made
Mr> Kooyers, believed that paving season opens and the time
Holland is never ' lacking for four of Dr. Jansen’s colleagues BlacV Iiake did not come under the when the resorters come back. But
speakers or for men who can put on on the faculty of the Calvin Theolog- provi5jons 0f the law. With another
the streets and crosswalkscommita program, second to
ical Seminary in Grand Rapids in re- j^gintor, Representative George
The Holland way of enterUining gard to Dr. Jansen’s alleged teach- Welch of Grand Rapids he offered tee took time by the forelock and
1

choose

not only your Administratorbut your child's
guardian. The living must be represented

brand new paved street through
the city along the route that

no option. Your Will should detisnate.

If no Will is found, the court must

for use by the time the resorters

letter of the

jor

When

The Probate Court

biles. If present plans are carried

he is placed in the position
store and the demand for it is brisk, 0f defending law violation. The law
showing that church people have ;s undoubtedly there, even though it
plenty of human nature about them sh0uld not be there,
and love a good fight as much as
«j*ut ^ere is such a thing as the

them. body.

'

COMPLETED BEFORE REL SORT SEASON OPENS

The

vention1 it to

BE

PIKE PAVING TO

OF,
FRIDA^
i

John Vande Luyater
R. R, No. 2, Zeeland, Mich*
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HOPE COLLEGE
ORCHESTRA

younger.

.

_

HOLLAND MAN TRIMS GRAND

<

The Hope

Mad

year.

...... —

-

one.

..

_______

___

_______

FREIGHT

A RECITAL a

great many world war soldiers who
owe their present state of health to
the physical training which Uncle
Sam gave them as a matter of ex-

College orchestra is
HAVEN BILL1ARD1ST making plans fu a public recitalin
AGAINST CELEBRATION
>
Cttnlgii Hn:i nh Mnrrh
The
pediency during the great war.
At a meeting of the Rotary Club In one of the closest and most ex- orchestrahas appeared in public
Thursday noon the question of cele- citing pocket billiard matches yet many times it:;a season in connection
brating Holland’s75th birthdaywas ^eld in the intercity tourney Lloyd w:'th other meetings, playihg curWas Mias Florence Nichol, cashier
taken up, and while there was little Purchase of Holland took the meas- tain raisers, and the musicianshave of Meyer drug store at Chicago, the
discussion on the matter the rising ure of Roddy Bosch of Grand Haven, won much popularity.And in March victim of a real or a framed holdup?
vote indicated that a vast majority The game was tie At 50, 77, 102 and they will have a better opportunity This is the question at the trial on a
are against the idea of celebrating100 but finally the Holland cueist to show what they can do by having charge of shortage of accounts which
this
won 125 to 118. Bosch had twelve a whole program to themselves. The started Tuesday. She is the daughThis no doubt settles the matter scratches against him and his op- orchestraia under the direction of ter of a Fruitport, Mich., fanner.
.and there will be no celebration.
- Hav
—
ponent had but 6. The Grand
Dr. Bruno Meinecke. 6r. Meinecke The robbery alleged occurred last
Three clubs have turned down the en cue pusher's high run was 11 has selected a fine program for thc April when Miss Nichol said she was
proposition, namely the Merchants’ while the Holland man’s best effort first public recital of the orchestra. brutally beaten and robbed of
Association, the Exchange club and brought him 12.
The orchestrawill be assisted by more than $1000.00. Fred Meyer
the Rotary club, and the members
The game was played at Grand Mrs. Grace Holverscheid, soprano. her employer, charged she planned
of these associations would be the Haven and more interest was shown of Chicago,and' by Mrs. Helen Wing the robbery to cover shortagein her
ones' called upon to foot the bill and in this n.atch than in Ihose previous pianist also of Chicago’. Both of accounts.
She says the assault ocdo the hard work that would be re- ..nd th. inter*’' t sramas are being these are high class artistsand they’curred in a hallway leading to the
quired from now until August, if played at the Seifert parlors in will help to make the program a no- 1 Meyer apartments where she had
the celebration waa to be held.
Gr ii;G Uawn ‘^vj • Yuesday night, table
gone to see Mrs. Meyer.

ROTARIANS ARE

ELECTRIC RAILROAD
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The Kmoo fNorm*l-H6t»«:t1*iketi
'iSlK. 0. ball puTirtoth»t‘w«l-be FUi3wif«tthe
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^
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^

BTOl

MILK

^n^G^nisimn tonight bids

fgU. to be a merry contest, in fact
The Hope church Mena Bible
M interesting a game as
clasa turned out 117 strong last played here last week Saturday
night between the Kaxoo College

T. M. hall Tuesday evening.

w

w

^
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Saturday, February 18

Disappearance of the Longfellow

Under the auspices of the McCarty ColonizationCoof Chicago, III
to be Ko„e unti, next
ia

Tne,

Do ymi want to make a trip thru the Sunny South
Here is your chance. $75.00 from Chicago to Florida and

Woodman Hall.

Th<* South Haven Fruit Exchange
has decided to add $40,000 to its
capital stock. Halt of the new is-

return For

information see-

JOHN ARENDSHORST,

lds
' 1j

68 East 8th St.

sue will be offered to present mem-

Coopersville,

f»

was re-nominatedby

jh, ItepnWleMS

^ ; The

;

Annual Th.nlc Offering for

-

,

Br«'

^

a ^'eek in the l^erest or Du Me.

•mrtiX.
—

Boteri very cre8tfallen,was led

•»
in by L*the to«n

w.s

The

___

—

defendant's attorney, Thos.
Robinson was completely covered

brother
brother.

1922 of the Hope Church Womens called to Grand
of hi*Haven because of ^
Miammry
Society brought
|587 STtoth of his
!»•
»*a
--w
» .» ,
purchase a’l.OQO pound grader for]w;th some members still to be heard
new Bulck lor in« c^n|eg|[kpolnt* that might a'd
to drive through
the City Garage.
Patrick H.
H. Kelley
Kelley congres.man
congresr-mw of! ‘ ProsecutorMiles
came
into
club
- Pntr.ck
. .tpTn
flnd
8et face

^townhall.1

TinSt.

^<171

*

i

City
council voted to
1 vfV VVissavaa

V#

j

•h.“

iMM.

on
^ ^

»'2.;

IT"""

E,1* •£ s
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Michi

may jump into the race for
Mn. Emma Staff, 50, a former at Grand Haven this afternoon was
resident »f Allegan county, died in given under the ausp’ces of the His- UnitedStates ^jiator agnnstChas.

Dan-

Idaho where she went a short time torh al Committeo, Mrs. J. J.
ago. Funeral services were held.
Hon. G. J. Diekema
in
I fHot"d gave the history of Hoi-

W^n

mV?.*

and Mri.
Frank EManbeJr„
Essenbe'rg and Mrs

H^
pove„.

Say

E.

E.

,

^

Joined the
||o^
th*

money must

milk

'

be

Vt^caT

V |

*onthea0r
^ider '
The 8PJrrin**
tSd
i unujual feature of the case, and
J. Garrod, Miss Martha I '3nd and vicinity, Mrs. DeForrest
Mrs. E. A. Whitenack of River talesman after talesman was disSherwood, Holland, and Mrs. Orien j Mc^ett gave "S'de Lights on Grand
Falls, Wi»., is the guest of Mr. and : missed for the reason that they did
S. Crops of Allegan, were guests for | IUven and North Ottawa.” Mias
Mrs. G. J. Diekema. Mrs. Whitenack ] not know enough *bj>ut^the^case,
over the week end of Mr. and Mrs Beaubien of Spring Lake and Grand
At'iM* fto iSnowag more inteiiiwas formerly Miss Gertrude
"***"*
B. P. Sherwood of Sheldon road at
Haven, accompanied by Mrs. L. J. of this city and will be remembered mt ones werfrehooen: Jacob Liev„
Grand Haven.
...
F __
RulVtuia
Mr*. P. H.
"Several hundred water pipes, Koster rendered music suitable for as one of the leading singers in Hoi- ease, Frank Bolhuis, Ml*- \\tT .
and some yean.
Doan. M.m Zwcrae.', Mrs. Guatavaobserves C. D. M. in the Muskegon the occasion.
There is to be an auction sale Sat- son and Rev. hlliott.
Mr. a Mil Mrs. Angustus Wincnes- urday afternoon at one o’clock
Chronicle, “are fro**u m Mmfregon
George Schulling,
^lerlJ
Hudsonville celebrated 213 River avenue in the store for- of the court swore in the witnesses
as a result of the recent cold spell. ter
kept the peace.
It seems that some of the pipes were the’r sixtieth wedding anniversary. merly occupiedby Whit* Bros. Elec- 1 and
The
prosecutorcontended
trie
Shop.
A
fine
consignment
of
placed near the surface so as to keep They have lived near Hudsonfurnitureand other articles will be surely Dick Boter must be guilty of
down expense. You see when the ville for the past 66 years. The

Mrs. W.

.

v v

Olcott

gent

ago.

*’

ij
2
h The success of the Holland Furnace Company J
W the- one recognition a great service that Jj
is

J
m

p

There was a need and desire for more coziness,
and more economical home heating. With the
demand for the Holland Furnace unrivalled,
therefore, it is
straight-forward auovrci
answer to
inereiorc,
18 the
UIB BUBigiu-Jurv»oiu
tv
the question: "What type of heating service

that

pipes are close to the surface it is country at that time was a wildernot so great a job to take them up ness and their first home was built
from hewn t:mbera in a, clearing in
when it freeres.”
the
forests then surrounding what is
Rev. G. M. Van Pemis, a Holland
now
Hudsonville. When their first
man whose parents live here and
i

who is postor of the Reformed church child was old enough to go to school
at Fremont, is a versatile minister. the father fint had to blaze a trail
Among hre other accomplishments,through the dense woods from the
he is an architect and is assisting home to the school house. Mr. Winthe board of the Method'st church chester cleared up two farms in the
there with plans for remodeling the
basement of the church.
has
sketched plans for the proposed improvements and has submitted them
to the official board for considera

disposedof.
Fiss Flo Webber of Grand Rapid?
will be with Du Mea Bros., the coming icason ns trimmer in iheir imlliimry department
Feb. 7 R. Miur of W. 11th was
surprised by some of his old friend?,
that being his 74th birthday.
A. Pieters left Monday morning
for a business trip to Chicago and
\:ew York. He will be gone until

htlme

11.

m
h

fo^dTntc

is

March 1.

early days.

ican

Iw

2
J

.;nTma‘nedhy:^erpr^cu*r
.uH £
pti,;„"dby:l“uSr
fng that he wa? teeter-tottering
with someT>retty school ma’ams in

m
hfktwMcb,w<L,picMeupWby 1
desk^^saf^ping.*11*1 PUt
her h
in

^ed

The prosecutor then

-

g

that they
in knowing, positively, t!

most

tle of Peruna which he gave to the
hv remembered that thev sent a delBetween, 200 and 300 delegates an!*nnl to make him frisky.
• ,;at on of 35 men to the county Y
from all the colleges in the state, ipThe defense stated it was not m5lk
M. C. A. .meet in Holland last April cluding the Universityof Michigan
motley but the money derived from
and their players gave a good ac- are expected to attend the St-uderT the 'n'urance enmnany in payment
Volunteer Band Conference in Hol- for Di:k’s stolen llmouscne.
count of them?ehes.
land Feb. 24, 25, and 26. ' ElaborThe defendant stated . that he
......
.....
_
Maj. John
G. .Emery
of Grand
preparations are beirg made fhr the thought it safer ;o epend the money
steady revival of business is disclosed Rap ds spoke at a banquet of the
entertainmentof the. delegates: and for a ‘‘jackass” that nobody could
la the report of E. B. R:ch, a8ent j Zeeland business and service men the conference is expected to be a
budge rgther than buy a car that evfor th« Pere Marquette ra-lrosd atjheld ih First Reformed church on big thing. The following 'official erybody would want to
ij
Holland. Mr. Rich stated Saturday Monday evenlng The ex-service scheduleof meetings WM issued: A,.
The attorney for the defense
Oat durir« th, month of J«n»«ry
UnD!ng a dtive for , ,0o
Saturday A. M.— ^‘The Student fearing that his evidence
_____ was not
____ *
1*4 more cm web. bdled out
membtr.hip in Ze-Und. and the World Call;” Saturday PJupt strong enough, brought in a plea ,
M.-*-‘‘The' World’s Mission Fidd?; of insanity,and Pick was immediateHollond for outride point. th.n
,,rd whit<.0IribiGcorKe Mecng*
Symposium:India, Dr. Scndder; Arify examined ^y an insanity commii*
th. correepondm* month m 1921. !and Gjl v,n H„V(n have bMn elKt. rica, Miss Doer’ing; China, Dr. Ward: non. A sudden commotion was evi-

a
|

....

.

..

.
Eng.

men

At the .Motion held naming the

„ba

ed ,0ptain5 of the teams.

the World.

in

it

of all

does not create a risk

for the Holland Furnace Company. Why? Because the Holland Furnace is fuily equal to the

.

requirements put upon

antee.

ObVIOUSly,

it

uct that has

.

by that strong Guar-

it

.
has been true merit IB

,

OUF PFOU-

made the manufacturingsuccess a

natural outcome.
Nothing is more pleasing about the Holland
ward than the fact that a Nation is saying:

"Holland
Make Warm

G<»nfral Offices

—

_____

for

in

Friends.’1

—

CO.

Holland, Mich.

225 Branches in Central

s
k

re-

Furnaces

HOLLAND FURNACE

^

M
steal.
«

of ^

have the at-

convenience and economy, as well as a
Guarantee backed by the Largest Installers of

--

Frultport,Thursday \of next week.
The Grange meeting at Fruitportis
expected to be a big one and the
members will be present from both
Muskegon and Ottawa count'es.
On* of .he best indication? of

a keen satisfaction Holland users possess

V

^
M

J

•

What

responsibility and yet

Peter De Boe formerly of Holry Pelgrim, Sr, John Rutgers, Mar- milk mwiey^to^buy^himseifa donkey.
land. now of Grand Haven, has purtin Dykema and J. P. O. de Mauriac and as evidencethe donkey could be
cha-ed the residence on Franklin St were in Grand Rdpids on business seen at the north entrance of the
school for unlike Mary’s little lamb
owned by J. E. Clark. The prop- Monday.
the long-earedfellow could not be
erty is one of the most attractive
tion.
Mrs William P. Halley and daughdragged inside.
ur&KKcu
IIIBIUC. The
AUV judge, jury,
Frans Scheffers, living at 325 La- places on the street.
----- Mr. DeBoe ex- ters
Ci 3 iixai.iv/i
V Mixa
vv«* ••••
Marjore
and Kathleen
have re witnessesand prisoner all went to kj
fayette street has one of the finest pect? to occupy it as a home within tunjed to Chicago, accompanied b,y
flocks of White Leghorn pullets to a .?;ort time — Grand Haven Trib- ^jgs Grace Halley, after a weeks’ ecuting Attorney’ Miiw TboughtX
had made a ten strike. But here Mr.
be found anywhere. His flock con- une.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wra. fthlley
Rohin?on of the defense again
sists of 85 birds and one day this
Coopersville’s “Busy Men’* organ- •>f this city.
thwarted the proteentipnby bringpast week he had close to 70 egg? ized a four team volley ball tournaing evidence to beat showing that
which is some average for this good ment la.-t Wedne-.dsy e/ening. Bert
his client had purchased the donGIVE SCHEDULE ,
key from William Vander Hart, who
aixed flock.— G. H. Tribune.
Van Vulpen. well knov/p. here is one
OF VOLUNTEER CON- ’ had imported it from Overisel, and
C. P- Milham, Ottawa county farm of the captains. Co-.por-villemen
VENTI0N MEETINGS the donkey cost his client 12,206.agent will be one of the speak- arc right in the front nr.l; of enthu99 1-2 and that for $3 he bought
ers at the meeting of the Grange in siA?t« for the popular game, it will
, .A. fodder for the (knkey besides a bot-

----

modern Amer-

The Holland Guarantee Bond relieves you

%
^

another

the

in

home?’

Furnaces

;„h't

G. J. Diekema, B. D. Keppel, Hen-

He

---

found most satisfying

.

teacher’s desk from which the money
had disappeared. Immediately at
eyRoGnson’ called his client to
tomey

of

cannot be misunderstood or disputed.

who

at

of

~

r------
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SERVICE FIRST

Jing /^at justice must and
and lhe man-who pur-

,

Staffs.

J
m

----- -------- ----- :Eng“Our vivid vision, ” Rev. w.
largest INSTALLERS OF FURNACES IN THE HCRLD.
s,,,,,,, broke bis arm lish. 6:00 — Infoimal- banquet; Sat*
trying t<) cran]c bia urdaly evening — “Types of 'Mission- ing his ha‘r, throwing chairs about,
ary
"A- Work
for AU£l Dri and mumbling incoherently;as n
— . Service,”
......
___________
who stood p»t
pat m
G. J.
wbo
in asking that u.
J. F()rd and tbe crank kicked x ,inl. Scudder; “We Mnst'NeedsHasten,” clincher W!l!iam Vander Hart from
Dlek.ina he tbe toutmwtor,
nkr-^r(lant happened to George Miss Doering or Dr.. Ward. ;
vhom the donkcv was purchased
elected the chUrm.n for the enan- Vanden Belt in
neighbor- -Sunday A. M.~ ^"Life Inte?t- give tbe following convincing evirv an |ii UCliCC
WI1CII he
I1C stated,
niOVCU|"Surely
aJUAVl/ this
v»x»o
ment — My a»viuvivii
Relation to His Will”;
dence when
in* yeor. James De Free of Hoi- bmjd Thursday when the latter was •isvtit
. ......
. wTien he purchas- ife
“The Student
Volunteer : Decbra- man is insane, for
Phiid.
had been indulged In, an intellectual
bud was named one «f the vice- klck(K, by , F()rd emk atld „„ laid “The
tion” John Elder; : “Th* Christian ! ed- the mule from me he acted up
Tvc father Cornelius
Corne
The
Roosenraad exchange of wit and humour had
(up with a fracturcd arm.
Basis for a Life Work Decision”^that half of the time it was hard for of Zeeland, is very well known in unawares far spent the night Thfr
Coach Vest met a acor. of Ho.-,
Higb Helen Hardy. 10:30 — Conference me to tell which was the mule and Holland and his many friends here following number? composed the
meet with Hope'Church.“Th« Pres- which was Dick."
k>4 men fho »er. attendmg a Linplay
After this evidence was in both
«>ln banquet Saturday. Th. coach team af Hol|and cbrj|!tian High ent Crisis,” Dr. Sherwood Eddy.
Sunday P. M. — "Modern Missionary attorneysrested their case and the
at Sigsbee Life and Problems; and the Personal stern judge, Mr. Visscher gave his
school gymnasium.
preliminaryLife of the Volunteer ami M's^ion- charge in an able way, winding up his son George Roosenraad. In May . get, Jeanette Top; violin solo, Alice
ary,” Dr. Eddy. Sunday EvenmgYost stated that Holland was the
with we
W1U1
the WIU
old luillinur
familiar Buying
saying nenru
heard 1921 his Wile
ana daughter
uaugnier were
were |l v-niuwcu
. Hearts
ncnna nic
Aiuiup, nun*
wife and
Caldwell;
are Trump,
Anna
game will be played between th Camegie Gymnasium — Open meet? from the bench of our own Judge ^oth instantly killed in a terrible ] Wyngarden: Bows and Beaus, Edith
Ihrest little town in the state and
girl?’ teams of each school.
ing for public. Closing address by Cron, namely, ‘ that is the question accident at Zeeland, when their au- Tyner; vocal duet, Jean Ruigh,
be will he glad to come again for a
1 Road Commiss.onerAustin Har Dr. Sherwood Eddy.
for you to decide
tomobile was struck by a Pere Mar- 1 Helen Moser.
talk or go fishing — "preferablyfishThe jury ret-'red to the jury room qUette
! ^r8- Hurfee^and Winfield Burgrington was in Grand Rapids Friday
ing.”
supnosedly one of the large closets Adrian Roosenraad was a veteran graaff successfully chaperoned the
jattendng a meeting of state road
in the scficol and judging from the 0f the world war, and served as
happy party,
In keeping with the general polcommissioners.
commotion emanating therefrom the lieutenant of Engineers.The funicy vf economy inaugurated by the
Josephine, the seven-months’ old
result was 1 rrd to conjectui*!. erai Bervices were held in Zeeland G. H. TRIBUNE GIVES SYNOPboard of directors of the Y. M. C. A.
Finally the jurymen and women Thursday in the First Reformed
SIS OF LOCAL MAN’S TALK
filed out very much worn and
hag church in that city at 2:30. Rev.
and hagM™,0dieMdVhdr
John Vegter, well known Grand gard evidencingcareful deliberation Henry Harmeling of the First ReGrand Haven Tribune: —
tho
work. Mr. Drukker i* the »on of Rev.
Fifth strat Tb'irsdayevening. Haven man, passed away Tuesday as to the guilt or innocence of Dick formed church of Roseland,111., was
D. R. Drukker of Zeeland, formerly The funeral was held on Monday .....
... _ at 5 o’clock, following an :
morning
jn charge. Mr. Harmeling was meeting of the Woman’s Club, Hon.
of
afternoon at 1:30 from the home, | iiiiicbo
illness ux
of more
uiuic than
wiau «
a week.
tvvvn. Mr.'J
mi,
The
ine ueienuani
defendant’s
» iace
face was haggard
nag^aru the young man's
man’s pastor at
at Zeeland G. J. Diekema of Holland gave a
"History of Holland and Vicinity.”
Vegter 'was stricken with pneumonia and pale, awaitingthe first words of ang ai80 at Roseland.
Fatty Arbuckle now probably Rev. James Ghysels officiating,
He outlined most fully the religious
and for days a desperateeffort was the foreman of the
knows how the on hestra leader fee's . The marriage of Miss Angie Lui made to save his life. There were In a stentorian voice the foreman quoit tot anniFTV
causer leading up to the emigration of the Holland colony to this
times during the struggle when it repeated the followingwords: "We ox^xLiirifi ouvixixx
after sitting through the same show
^ .1 am
V
a a
j
_ i
J _
a
1
..
V W VTIYY'DITk)L
country and their settlement at Holseemed
as though efforts were to be find the defendant in this case not
Tuesday afternoonin Third Reformland, Mich., in 1847, with Rev. Van
isful. A change for the worse guilty of taking the milk money. We
A marriage license has been issued ed church, Rev. James M. Martin, successful.
Raalte as leader. The speaker excame Sat
Saturday however, and since however commend nrm for buying a
fat Allegan county for Ben Fischer performing the ceremony in the
plained the leading characteristics
that time
time his
...~ A......./
lamily and
«...«• friends
•••«....«•. mule
muic invuci
rather than
vnoi i an apto
c»uvv which
mi
tad Gladys Godfrey, both of New Presence of the parents of the bridal were not given much encouragementdemonstrates conclusivelythat his
of the Holland people which
____
couple. The bride fs the daughter
for his recovery.
1 mental faculties are still unimpairThe
memers
of
the
Sybiline
so- have made them the fine American
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Luidene.
ciety,
for citizens they are today. Mils BeauVlv
f a literary
XIvVlUAjr ”organization
W ••
The lecture given at Fennville by she is a graduate of Hope College Mr. VegtA wa? 35 years of age ed.”
and
formerly
resided in Zeeland.
Being
found
neither, guilty nor girls upon the college campus, met bien closed the program with the
Dr. T. A. Farrand of M. A. C., he- and a graduate of Butterwortb hoshad been a resident of Grand Haven crazy by an ail wise jury the genial with their friends at the Woman’s song "Just Forty Years Ago,’ by
fore the horticultural rociety was
_
for the last six years and rt the Dick is naturally bubbling over with LiteraryClub rooms to enjoy their John C. Baker.
time of his death he wa? employed pleasure and the Longfellow school third annual banquet on St- Valt,,an 200 m?
fnut growers of Allegan county at- turned Tuesday from northwesternlat the American Bras? Novelty Co tleuths are now working on some entine’s evening. The meiyy pour LINCOLN’S ADVICE ABOUT
ECONOMY IS GOOD TODAY
Iowa where they made a visit They He wa? a veteran of the World war other clues which may lead to the placed within decorous walls, fell 1)
y
and left his family in Grand Haven arrest of some more milk money with the spirit of the celebrate• A proposition to bond the city of al*° spent some time in Chicago. Mr.
The following words of wisdom
while he was in the service. Upon
saint, that will long mark a glor
Grand Haven lor a portion of the S”’jth re/I>ort5 th*t » >"*• nu7l.ber his return he built a pretty little
Other features of the program be- ious milestonein the history of thi uttered more than half a century
_ .i
»
r>
l°wa farmers have been caught in
ago by Lincoln, have lost none of
co<4tq build a bridge across grand th* land speculation crisis and have home on Lake avenue, where he ha? s:de the mock tria’ were a piano solo youthful organization,
since
made
his
home.
He
was
a
by
Miss
Van
Dyke,
a
selection
A
pleasing program ushered in thi force or effect: "Teach economy.
rirer will be submittedto the voters lost all they had. Many of these
young man of pleasingpersonality, the fourth grade and opening re- festivitiesof the evening; compose! That Is one of the first and highest
at the spring election there. It is e?- farm? sold at staggering prices durand his many fine qualitiesmade him marks by Chairman
of only three numbers, it combined virtues. It begins with saving montimated the bridge will cost $180,- th« boom have n<?w revertedto many friends.4 He is survived by
everything that fond hearts coulc
• .
their first owners at the old prices,
The local postmaster says that
wife
rr.d little
MTCTFftPTTTNVft
relish.
A
piano
solo,
written
by
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday
Funeral services twerc held
Lorely, was rendered by Harriet Van Lincoln’s advice can be followed
John V andersluis, who will be in afternoon at the home of Mrs. J.
Thursday at 12 o’clock noon, in
COME
den Bos, followed by a number In with safety and profit by the investcharge of the music for the Student Huyser, 228 West 9th street. The
Presbyterianchurch, Rev. James J.
Cynthia Melpolder,entitled, "Hart.” ment of surplus funds in government
Volunteers convention in Holland, object of the meeting will be
De KraVer in charge. The remain? ‘ Another member of the family of A beautiful feature play entitled treasury savings certificates issued
announced Saturday that h, ban
were taken to Zeeland for burial. ' q. Roo?enrcad has tieen taken by "Harlequ’n and Columbine,” con- in denominationsof $1000, $100 and
eluded this formal part of the even- $25 and procurableat any postoffice
aad« arrangement, to have the b.g by four Hope Collfge girl9 on
at cost prices of $800, $80 and $20.
A "chicken" is considered
Adrian C. Roosenraad,., a son,
choru? of 55 voices that sang at the gration. The judges will be Mrs. E.
Thev add 25% to your investment
weakest-minded
vertebrate.
A
"flrpSunday,
February
12
in
a
hosMisses
Jonker,
S.
De
Youiy,
Van
C. K. convention last spring furnish L Blekkink,Mrs. A. Walvoovil* and
pital in Chicago,from heart failure, der Spek, Melpolder and G. De in five years and are free from all
oer is a* devolution
devolut.on from the former ?.,Wing an
^ "nflMnu'and
influeni<l
. eonrrrt on Sunday evening oflhe
The governconvent on at tbe nwttng in
charge ofthe pro- ch,cken’ havln* lo8t the 1,ttle an operation for appendicitis.
appendicitis. He
rnent guarantees every investor
a# a----ala* txmA 1*a
—
halt
irram of the
brain it did
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DEATH CLAIMS
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ha« been more and more
Mayor Stephan waa rather surdemand has far prised Tuesday morning to see file
An interesting address was given
exceeded the domestic supply. The
into his office at the Holland Furni- by Supt. E. E. Fell on "How We
productivearea of cane sugar In
ture Company, a score of friends,
America is very limited, but on the
each bearing a token of affection to Teach Americanizationin Oar
other hand beet sugar lands are not.
be presentedto the “Burgermaster" Schools.” Mr. Foil told of the work,
Every effort to foster the increased
in commemoration of his 53rd birthyieid of beet sugar should be made.
done in Detroit and especially that
day.
The American Sugar Refining comJack
Kelly
led the parade and in done by the Ford company. In Holpany some years ago spent a great
an informal speech presented "his
deal oHnoney in advertising and propland n:ght Schools for 'foreigner*
agandanda to prejudice the public honor” with a beautifulvalentine.
William
Orr
with
a
few
words
of
were
established in 1911, with an
against boet sugar. It was shortly
after that time that their ancient congratulationhanded the mayor a attendance at first' of 60 pupjla.
fine watch fob made of hammered
monopoly was broken.
The result is that generally peoplebrass, and
. 4.as we .understand pur- There was no regular text book at
believe cane sugar is superior to beet c!l®,80,,
5 *n“
first but during the war the governsugar. The belief is both ridiculous Gl‘ ,IIa®n Presented a beautiful ring
7- *{•, and unfounded. Its folly was demon- neatly done up in two pill boxes in ment published a text book based on
strated by actual tests at the
that it could not get away,
i
suggestionsfrom educatorsfrom all
versity of California. In the analysisT^e golden circle contained a wonamde by the university it was found derful diamond from Alaska. Gil over America. Mr. Fell read some
HOLLAND'S!. LOUIS SUGAR CO.
that cane sugar tested 99.7 per cent i'a(i i5060 saving a whole year to pur*
oxcuses given by persona
Hollaad Plant
pure, while beet sugar tested 99.8 per chase the wonderful stone of
who did not wish so attendthMe
cent pure. The small difference in minstrel variety, and it is said that •ehoojs, The James Law, Mr.*FeH
from the beet root to the finished purity was merely incidental, since it cost him five
j explained,provides for part-time
.
parsons who
Though Ameiicdns consume move * granule involves some of the most in- pure refined sugar, beet or cane, will uivo
Otto nramer
Kramer came across with n jchools ior
for working parsons
FACTS ON
sugar per capita than any other peo-jtricate and complex reactions known test absolutely the
wonderful shirt,
shift, collar and cuffs. Ev- “*_ve
have not finished the grades.
grades Km
Ple' 0”!y ^’tbe United' States ‘has ' to chemistry.‘There are several! The fallacy that beet sugar is not vryone wondered about »the noisy P*°y«ra are reouifed by law’to"!£
•sugar production been backward, the 'classes of sugars, including cane sugar good for canning was exploded at the package which the cashier was carry- jcl“e *uch employees. In the local
total productionof beet sugar being (sucrose),m: Ik sugar and malt sugar, same university, which reported the mg but found out the cause when 8t'hools there are two courses indusionly 20 per cent of what we con- Cane sugar •inclpdes both beet and following result of expensive research:the mayor unpacked it and
*nd academic. All pupils in
car.e
sugar, ______________________
end Should have been call- Of 2,000 cans of preserves,
equal
a lurid red tie, cuffs
and Holland's schools, from the kinderHas Been One of Holland’s
_____
. an
______
___ therein
.
____
____
Business institution^',
I The Holland-St. Louis Sugar com- ed common sugar. Sucrose received number were treated with cane and shirt with all the colors of the rain
• !pany, with officeshere and refineries the name tane sugar” because in the beet sugar. Six .cans of the beet lot bow, and
‘cteShip.' higl1 Kho01’
in Holland and St. Louis, Mich., and early manufacture of this sugar, the spoiled while seven from the cane lot Surely Abe» will cut some swath ail
at I M***Mrs. Nina Douirhertv
Dougherty read "How f
Local and Allied Mills Manufacture Decatur, Ind., was one of the pioneers cane was u^ed exclusively. Sucrose is spoiled in the two years that the fruit Hollywood decked out with this out-, Found America” from Anzia Y«I
Thirty-ThroeMillion
in the sugar beet industry in America. Jfojmed in ;hc plant by the reaction of was preserved.
|flt. A regula*/ "Honeyboy Evans” x^rska’s famous
**
xT 4 V*mou* Hungry Hearts."
of Sugar
The Holland plant, built in 1899, was caibon-d!c:<id<5 ' gas and sunshine, Teats with Jelly brought similar re- we’d say.
Next Tuesday Mrs. w7r. Ahw*
suits.
I the second in Michigan, and the eighth taken from the atmosphere by
________
______
______ , _president
_____ __ WA
B. P. Donnelly
also had a _____
noisy of Detroit,
of the
For twenty years Holland has been beet refinery in the United States, 'eaves, and water absorbed by the, In Germany and France all the can- package, and when opened to view a Adoration of Women’a clue willhw
identifiedwith the sugar making in- There are now 17 plants in Michigan roots* and is represented by the for- ning is done with beet sugar, since rattle with seven bells was exposed. the speaker
dustry and under the most careful which is among the* five greatest sug- ] ,nu,at C6H12CM). It is evident that the no cane sugar is availableand no more Attached to the handle was a tag J® desired. * *ar** •Wen(Unce
management and shrewd foresight ar producing states of the un^n
• weather plays an important part in fruit spoils comparatively
In Europe wishing the mayor a rattling good! Mrs. A. D. Ayres io!m»H
with broad vision on the part of the
the developmentof the plant, a bright thah in
time on his
, «
active member and Mr*
rv
officials of the company ths.local.jn*
'and moist season resulting ••
in a crop Pure refined beet sugar and cane, City Attorney McBride came trot- Dunn as associate member
Napoleon the
dustry has branched out beyond the
sugar are almost identically* the same ting out with a large valentine
’
The great Napoleon, with remark- bea‘,,n£ a ,ieh ***** content*
jn chemical substance.
confines of Holland and vicinity and
I up with an endless lot of covering
Card of Thaafia,
soma years ago establishedeven
(This was necessary to prevent the
larger sugar mills at St. Louis, Mich.,
(kewpiei from catching cold. The
and at Decatur, Ind,
• valenfne contained many expres
We with to express our grateful
The beet sugar Industry has had its
I sion
of esteem for the public offle- appreciation to our relatives,friends
i:!7 “"'-Wed in-0flumM
fart
ups and downs often during these
ial,
*nd neighbors for their 'sympathy',.
twenty odd years. Sugar seems al- eaadad in preparing, for the first time, running water, which conveys them to
HAVRN1
1.,.!?' i?T!t.or OMWbnUd W» •Ml.t.nc. .nd n.rrt off.rini. lurtS
beet sugar in palatable form. A few , the will. The first Operation is the
ways to have been the football of
little mito to the large list of gifts, our recent bereavement, the deatn
years later, thiough the encourage- removal of all leaves, This is done by
politics at Washington and this is
_
| in the form of a 10c razor and a box of our dear husband and father.
rnent of Napoleon, several factories a scries of swinging paddles which
again a fact today.
of corn salve. A card
......
‘ “
stated "If
Mrs. Jane ft. De Vri<
were e. wted in h ranee and within the comb the roots as they pass by. After
Tariff tinkering has made the beet
your trip and one
and children.
Edward
Shieehr.n
and
James
La«
last
ceiUury,
sugar
has
developed
from
being
washed
in
hot
water
and
weigh,
halo
sugar industry an uncertain one. It
Drenthe, Mich.
„ '
seems that the big Cuban a luxury oi the rich to a common nec- - ed in 800 pound lots, they are con- RWh. both of Milwaukee, were ar- d0S?h furniV.J? °th.
naturally
cane sugar interests together with cssity of all classes. The lowly ear- veved to the slicing machine, which reigned at Grand Haven Monday befew years
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and have kept those directlyinterested
^Ter surface ‘«pored in the varies , Monda'y 'mornTng’s'VitiS'* Vowt fn^run'do^lnJ A^tJ?*****' wa'cSSto f°r ** CoWlt7 °f
grind. Monday there was a story of ?nd we nnderstond that he has gone F1 ^onnty.
1 on the quivive constantly lest some- thioughout the world is as follows:operations 4han the whole
/ thing might be put over that would FSniCa^7^r,*;*Q?n8,an?’ Fro^ the ^icers the Lottos are a near fatality behind it. One o7 the
Vddffionil
‘RPl!!d ‘ the Preba^Offle
!Sl!?
G*rnJan>’>3J> Ajwato*
conveyed to
a batteryof diffusion men arraignedcame very
rtJety deposit box rr_njrHbat®_°j®Ce ,1“ the city offi
— 14? vumcycu
iu u
uuueiyoi
veiy nearly
nearly aptn
< damage the industry seriously or put
and
Thisolabe
table cells
whhh extract
h>l<» pearina
,n .0.rder to
not Turkey only 7 pounds.
IT Ji
^Us which
extract the
the i.urar
sugar Juice
pearing before
before a
a coroner
coroner instead
instead Zf
of
° Ukl ctr« of the most Gr«nd Havew in said county, Mr tfttf
it out of business permanently.
stly
14th dayof February A. Di 1)922.
During the
period the
4kStatC8 from the PulP* The battery is ar* the justice, according to the story
Anyway
as a fitting windup and , Present;
Present; Hon. James J- Dknftoi*
aTn°vng
t!ie
na*
ranged
in
a
circle
of
14
containers
of
the
Anvw,*v
Cuban iaterests hoarded sugar when
.»
lffter,?1? m^or WM able to
of Probate.
America was crying for it and the re- tions, but suggests also tiis* the per ftHcd^withverv^hot^ wator "aml Thp "
cossettcs
K,ss
Sreuih
all
14
^s
wd
deraherS
>at
In
toe
Matter of th. Ektote of
sult was that sugar went as high as
at to £?
k"d
expreslis from
28 cents and 30 cents a pound. We re- sponds to the'
and advancement of a nation. Thus cell' there is Htfe or no sum Irft Grand Havon hv
w*nierful fr«nda would never, Att* Klomparenshaving fled^ii
member there were no restrictions he American consumes more than 12 tL nuto is blown through ntoS to
t a te<ePh.one mes-lbe forgotten and he would keep
fourt her petition praying 'tfckl
, made as to the price to be paid by the
times the amount the Turk
waXfse
rZl ZmjS th* ,C!rfer,7 i®*
s»» ^reen in hi. memory by 1 ** administrationof uld e^toriSs
public for Cuban-American sugar soMade
' A^^ff nsionis^mplete the Cvery
int°
0ld Curiosity tWitedto George TinholCae
called, but on the other hand the beet
It was in‘1866 that the first beet re- thin juice h pumped into large tanks shanty^t the slip «d
bet°ther suiUble persoa.
/sugar mills of the country, Including
waa*Erected
erected in the Un
finety waa
United tU orwesB of purificationbegins. Jievu/to be
h H 8 lhe birthday *
l«!fL0^dere^ _
^those in which- Holland is interested, ftnerv
Alvarado, ’California,
California, by Slaked limfe is adddd which preclpl- » The underahenlf found
Mates, at
af 4 Alvarado,'
.to*
IMff
were compelled to sell sugar at a fixed states,
Ger->tcs
raics orranic
orra;ic acias
salts wmen
th.
__ .T„ ______
aw i««Pi
Ge. mans, who installed Geradds ana
and^salts
which men
me„ unconscious
unconretousin
In to
k!SI—
price made by the government at that several Geimans,
time of 12c per pound Plenty for
a!so tof them thoroughly
^pointod^o^lroriJ* rafd1*
sugar to be sure, hut. the consumer was unsuccessfur until 1876’ when
jjiceh a,k^iae which Ptfbitter cold. Both were under tL toIt is Further OrSr, TharSmto
was not getting the benefit. The pub- I^krflTed?yCrJtoo^thinK8in
?^fluence of liquar but one seemed so
notice
thereof be given by pubNdi.
own
hands
---and
made
the
prospect
a
'mnporiiBrit
conP°J1*'t
parts.
The
Juice
is
---next
*
ftr
”
1jie
0(ncer8
keiUv*!
lic was paring the top price.
The Hope College VolunteerBand llon, °f a c°Py of thia ordev 'onet
What is more, the beet sugar indus- 8uccesf- Since that time sugar
_ias bim dead. A closer examinatloa
is having both a hard and big task each week for three succeuivt 4UMk»
try in which thousandsof American sumption in America ha
t^a ^h'pjeuipitotesthe lime together toveveT toJtd a verv ^ht
fanners and not Cubans are in- million dollars worth a year.^nd
other impurities. It is then reofflcerh^rri^ Srf on its hands in playing host ko the
numerous delegatesthat ara to be
« y P
terested, and in which millions of centers of production have morel ,n,ed, re-caihonated,heated to a higfh k0tk
here Feb. 14-25-26, ft the second printed and circulated in said cotm^rature, filtered through thAe them to thekto
1,18 car and
American capital 4 invested, placed from the cane sugar statoa
county Jail.
| annual Stodent Volunteer conferthere by men of small means and from south to Michigan.CaliforniaUtah thirkrtt'PS5R <>* canvoa and sent to
Sheehan wras in the most eerwus I ence. The executivecommittee has A true
Judge of Probatfr
the ordinary walks of life, this hidus- Colorado, ’Iowa, Wisconsinand Wvom- evaPoratingpans, where it is evap»condition
of the two anl Officer 'been unusually successful fat getting
ing.
The
moist,
sandy
soil
of
our
own
atfd
to
about
60
Percent
of
solid
suW
try was at the niercy of government
Spangler was doubtful if ke oould some of the biggest speakers of the Cora Vtndo Water*l^J,of)pnro^'t€^price regulation that did not regulate state is admirablysuited to the grow- Rtance*
be kept alive until a physician came, world to^come to Holland, that arc
More of Process
all along the line, but hit the industry mg of sugar beets, and with the
He immediately secured medical
connected with thc church or
pvniro^
that was beginning to show great tariff schedule on sugar there is every The bleachingprocess is now ensis Unco, however, and after considwork today. Dyke Van Patton, the
promise for wondeifulfuture develop- reason to believe the industiy \rill ad- tirely accomplishedby sulphur gas,
erable time the unconsciousman was
ment. What is mere, during those trypresident of the local band, however I bato Churt f«v*,*k*lnA^7_Tbf Pn>’
Jfirentic
formerly biding, charcoal, and other
revived. Lagosh was also in bad
ing times of supar shortage, from this
it,!* 66 factoneslloftbe Holland- acents were used. Four large boiling shape hot both sobered up by Mon- U up against it when H comes to ?* •ioUrt for th® County of OtU*
housing the visitors. Some canvas\t
.
same all-Americansugar indmtry -of
see of
^ f® “‘i
{*"Vs
the ju‘C« to a day morning. Neither was ohle to
which the Holland factoriesare « part, 60 w/v2^i!nM°f becfs ads>;- About more solid form. Boiling is carried on |Riy*
sing has been going on, and the atu- 1 the
c?urt heId
hk name, when he arrived at dents of the city have secured a good
practically the only relief came to **ZSL?a1u .u mn’^moed,where under a vacuum, the exhaust steam give
h * - 0|®C° li" the cit*
the
alleviatewhat was called at that time farmers deliver the raw beets which from the newer house beinir utilKod I oiKwr Spangler believes that
many homes. Still requests are
k" “ d ?u"t5r' 00 *W
un, A. D. 1922.
ing in from far and near, for ,
nlaL?f b®braai7,
the sugar famine.
least one of the men, and perhaps greater allotmentof deiegatol.
Fwaant: Hon. James J. DankcC.
Notwithstandingthe pride regular
both would have been dead in a short
tion laid down byv the goveEranenfrell
Outsidershave been limited to Judge of
time
had
they
not
been
discovered
by
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
rri? vr*-‘twvm»
delegates, but there are a number of
beet sugar companiesmade money, ina the cor ferry crew
cluding the Holland plants, knU along
schools that are anxious to secure SOPHIA LAPPENCA KLAASEffiL ‘
Deceased
comes mister income tax and sweeps
a more iberal allotment, so that they
Or
Johannes Lappenga, having filed
away more than half of these profits
may be able to send those who an
into the coffers of the government.We
really anxious to attend the confer- !!!„?'« ‘T, pr*yin* th,,t nn 'utroH. S. SENIOR
are all pleased to pay our bit to 'Uncle
ence.
Because
of ..,o»u,c.e.»t
insufficientaouunir
housing ^ n 7Ied in “W court be admitted
--------Sam, knowing the cause for Which it
conditions, the local band has had to ^:frob#atef? fh«>st will and testeThe dates for the High school Se- refore the appeals. This paper
is levied,but it seems rather ironical
d#c^“«d and that ad>
nior play were announced at the putting the problem up to the
to pay practicallyall your profits to
be grant'
the government during the fat years
.high school Wednesday. These dates iand people by the short-cut way, so
. tf!e <Matje) Lappenga or
to find that when the lean ones roll
are March 21, 22, and 23, and many as to g've the Holland people an op- 1 if • ® (!ther1 8aitabIe person,
around, pyramid with periods of re. perv-ns who are deeply interested portunityto back this project.
,,'1 (\r!,ered that the
adjustmentsand slumping of prices,
tin this annual play are expected to there are any homes in Holland that „* , h A*y of March A. D. 1922
that the balance sheet is way on the
keep one of these dates open so that can accommodateone or more dele.n a' m* at 8aid probate office to
wrong side of the ledger. You also
fVithey will have an opportunityto see gates fj>r two nights and provide J®!*.7 RPP0,r>ted for hearing uid
realize that help is not forthcoming
I the students perform.
them with breakfast, it will be sin^
from Uncle Samuel, the gentleman
- The Senior piny this year is the
•rerely apprec-'ated by the Volunteer !• 13 ‘lrther Ordered,That public
you sent thousands upon thousandsof
‘highly popular "Peg O’ My Heart,’’ Band, and will help them in making r ot'ce ,porcof be given by publicadollarsto during the prosperous years.
; by Hartley Manners, which a few
the conference better and biggest. t,on. of a C?W hereof for three sucBut it seems to have been the irony
years ago had long runs in New Such names should be sent to Theo- ?essiyc ^ccl»8 previous to said day of
of fate in the beet sugar business and
'York and later all over America. A dore Toatenbach. Hope College. hear.ng in the Holland City News, s
it now appears that Manager McLean
strong cast has been chosen and the
The registration is already in pro- ne.'Y|:PaPer pr.nted and circulated in
of Holland has been in Washington
performance is expected to be an in- u-ress and an inspiring enthusiasm is *a,d county*
HOLLAND-ST.
LOUIS
SUGAR
CO.
to prevent politiciansfrom hindering
teresting one. Miss Mabel Anthony shown on the part of students everv- *
James J. Danhof,
Decatur, (Ind.) Plant
, further growth of our beet sugar inis coachingthe performers.
where. No limit has as yet been set
Jud«e of Probate
dustry or to stop any attempt to defor the local students or people. ( ora 'andeWatcr, Reg. of Probate.
stroy the enterprisethrough tariff
are shipped in cars to the factories, provide the heat
Anyone that is interested in foreign
PLANS v
tinkering.1
The sugar beet season begins early
The sticky mas next enters a series
m.ss.on work has thus far been enSome idea may be gleaned from the uciorer ana lasts unui aooui jar
BIG
October and lasts until about January of fast revohrim? centrifugalpans
titled to attend thc meetings upon
figui
ires given out by Mr. McLean and during this period the plant
receipt of registration fees.
nts run which throw off the molassesand rerdat
itive to the amount of sugar manuday and night with double shifts, Sun- tain the sugar. The moist sugar is
The members of Unity Lodge, F.
factured by the three Holland nlauts days and holidays are no exeej
exception, then dried and granulated, and finally & A. M., No. 191, of this city are
alone. This year, which is by far not and frdm the time that the factory automatically
TELLS OF
now making b'g preparationsfor a
a banner year. 146,900 tons of beeto wheels begin to turn in October* until nr
whwls begin to turn in October until mocew Bttract.^linuiMnrsugn?
IZATION
IN
6:30 dinner to be held in the lodge
were turned into 32,792,500 pounds of the last of the beets are delivered in fn thc molasses.
rooms Friday evening, the 24th, tMf
sugar and this does not include any January, there is no letup.
date having been changed from the
by-products that sugar making brings
All thrree mills are as self-contained The best results are always obtained 21st. A good free feed (not a free
about. The sugar content of the berts a- possible,
jAianiuie,having
waving their
Micii own
unn jouc
Jime by kmviui
careful chemical
uienucai control.
control, damp
Samples lunch) is promised for all Masons,
The meeting of the Woman’s Lit-'
was low and the output was consider- kijns, light and power plants,and wa-, of the substanceare taken at evi
every including outside members, located
ably less than last year.
stage of the process and carefullv ra- jn Holland. A very* interesting and er?.ry dub -Tuesday opened with
These figures,however, give some
Built In
*
snappy programme is to follow.
"Current Events, by Mrs. Henry!
idea as to what the sugar industry
Ore of the mein featuresof the
The, Holland refinery was built
Sugar practically is a pure .submeans to this vicinityand as the Holradio concert Hospers. The two main items to
by the sons of Dyer, who oper- stance, having no refuse. It is there- evening will be
land plants are only a "drop in the 1899 b
ated
which
will
be
entirely
new to the wh'ch attention was called were the'
the
first
successful
fo
successful
plant
to
fore
easily
absorbed
and
digested,
bucket’ compared to the entire sugar
now 20 jg
wiough it is now
ig a staple,
‘ * pure, and concentrated majority of the brothers, as wireless
beet industry in the United States, America, and though
dect'on of the pope and the closing' .
which, pays millions of dollars to the years old. the designing was such that food,
in energy value it is
---- - and ih
in tkis
are ?ew and far
very
few
changes
have
been
made
to
tively
one
of
the
cheapest
The
unit
betweenAs
a
large
size
amplifier
of
the disarmament conference
^ CRAFTS,
husbandmenannually besides giving
be used' n0 trouble should be exhim an added diversifiedcron, it is keep pace with modern methods. of energy in foods is the calory and
Mabe! Anthony sang "Spring”
and
The local plant paid about $500,- H has been proved that in the com- Pertenced in hearing clearly. Reabout time that our good old Uncle
Sam gives the industry a dependable, 000 to farmers in this vicinity for parative cost of staple foods, sugar P°rt*
H** progress, construc- "Noon and Night”, with Mrs. G. W. tr3
*?«ciai order in thli mrlasting, -stable, square deal.
their beets last year; 1,500 caroads of stands third lowest, its price bein°- tion and P1™”- of the new temple
v*n Verst
ch,ne 8,rP v b#n y°u cannot find them
beets were received and 250 cars of 7ft cents per 1,000 calories. Flour is association will he made and other
Mrs. Raymond
,n ri*a'* wxfc-* ,n
wktt
That much for present day beet sugar, 40 cars of pulp (catte fodder) lowest at 5 cents, and eggs are highest speakers will he heard. So as to
sugar conditions. It would, however, and 50 cars of molasses were shipped, at 71 cents. An examinationof the make this a 100% membership af<0 the
not be amiss to give some past Hol- Two million gallons of water, an table shows that sugar and bread are fair members are advised to tell
land beet sugar tystory.
amount equal to the total water con- about on a pair in price, however the tber wives they won’t be home that pro\,d.ngthat no officer* shall hold and
mate them for you.
. The rise of beet sugar refipinr in
sumption of Holland, are used every foimer with Ha imperishableform, lighted up with small electricglims
the tme office for two coneecetive
'' :i
JL. MAUHINK.SHOP^
Michigan, in the last 15 years bids
- economv of transportation,and other night as business will keep them fa
22 W. ’Jlh
fair to place that industry among the
The process of transfsrmingsugar desirablefeatures,makes it one of the the brightly lighted 'district
terras no director shall
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Holland Oily Nows

NOTED MISSIONARY TO BROTHER REED PLEASE INSPECTION MADE OF
MAKE CORRECTION
SPEAK IN HOLLAND
RURAL MAIL ROUTES
The Rev. Louis R. Scudder, mis*
Editor Reed of the Allegan Gax- SUGGESTIONS ARE MADE TO
•ionary to India, will be one of the ette publishesthe following in his PATRONS ABOUT IMPROVING
speakers at the Michigan Student paper which rather puts Holland's
SERVICE
Volunteer Convention during the Are department out of date, and
week of February 24*25-26. Dr. which is a long way from the truth.
By direction of the Post Office DeScudder is a grandson of the famous
Says the Gazette:
medical missionary, Dr. John Scud“The Michigan inspection bureau partment, postmasters throughout
der, who went to India in 1819. Dr. has sent a report to the city offiaials country, Holland included, have reL. R Scudder was born 61 years ago in which reference is made to the
cently made an inspection of the
in Vellore,India, December 22, standardization of Are hose couplings
1861. He was graduated from Col- and hydrants in this state, Nearly rural routes from their offices. The
lege of New Jersey in 1882 and from all cities and villages in the lower purpose was that they might ascerthe TheologicalSeminary of Hart- peninsula have adopted the standan tain by personal observationand
ford in 1885, and the medical dethat equipm
‘ raent from any of these make report whether the roads were
partment of University of New York places
sees may he used in all. The only
In good condition for travel, the
in 1888. He became a missionary places near Allegan which are not
to India, the Arcot Mission in 1888, standardized are Otsego and Hoi routes well arranged,boxes properly
and has been there ever since that land."
erected, so as to be easily reached by
year.
The fact of the matter is that the the carriers without difficulty and
Last summer Dr. Scudder came to hose in Holland’s fire department
without obstructingtravel, the car
the United States on furlough and has been standarized for so long that
plans to return this fall. The Stu- friend Reed must have lost track of riers serving their routes as officially
prescribed, the schedule observed
dent Volunteersare fortunate to se- this fact.
cure a man of Dr. Scudder’s calibre
Holland’s Are department is sec mud whether the families serve(
as one of the main speakers. Dr. ond to none compared with any city were satisfiedwith the service ren
Sherwood Eddy will also be here as in the state of Michigan of the same
dered. or there were improvements
the main attraction alorg with sev- size, and its Are laddies are the pride
which
could be suggested in the ineral other notables in the missionary of the entire community.
terests
of the patrons or thtf De
world.
Yes, brother Reed, if Allegan’s
Are department is standardized, the partment
same as is the case fn all other up-toIt became necessary, in connecdate cities, Holland included, the ocnection
with the inspections, to reNEEDS
casion may arise, which we sincerely
quest
many
patrons to take action to
hope it will not, when Holland’s deFOR
partment might be able to give aid the end that their boxes might conGrand Haven Tribune — The ques- to Allegan.
form with the regulations as to
tion of issuing 850,000 in school 1 It seems to us that some thirty kind, condition, location, or height,
years ago Allegan did call on Holbonds for the purpose of equipping land for aid and Holland’s old two and in having the name of the owner plainly printed on them. Also, to
the new Grand Haven high school wheel hose cart was shunted on a
fiat car and the run to Allegan was •ring to the attention of road over
building, will be submitted to the made in 35 minutes by the old C. &
seers or other responsiblepersons
voters at a special school election on W. M.
he need for improvement in roads
Holland simply reciprocated at
February 20. In this bteue of the that fme as neighbors should, for the or repair or construction of culverts

SPEED

—

Direct
Fast
Decisive
Long Distance beats

travel, the mails or

any

other form of communication.

Your voice is your agent and you handle the
business yourself —
F

for

your voice is you*

or either business or social purposes the tele-

phone

is

the fastest, the most direct, the

most decisive means of communication.

GRAND HAVEN
MORE MONEY
NEW SCHOOL

And

the cost

is

smsIL

r
Call tha

Long Dlatanca operator, and aha
you. Long dlatanca rtachea.

will connect

70»000 points.

Michigan State {A) Telephone

or bridges.

Co

r9

Tribune the board of educationpub- valuable aid given this city in the
It is the desire of the Department
Are of ’71.
lishes *a very frank and clear stateSome thirty years ago Allegan’s and its purpose tc provide adequatr
ment as to the Anancial situation in business district was laid in ashes and convenient service, so far as
and in ’71 Holland was destroyedby
may be possible, to all persons reconnection with the building of the a forest Are.
But remember, Edwy, that these ’•ding in rural communities, but
new high school Voters who are inconAagrationshave been great les- this end cannot be attained without
terested in the issue will And the sons to Holland, and if you need us
the full cooperationof the patrons
statement containing the informa- again, our departmentsare standard- n the efi’orts of postmasters and
ized in every particular and you
tion they seek, with facts and Ag- should make this fact known in •arrers to serve them promptly,regularly and satisfactorily.
your next issue.
ures.

The matter of the bond

issue

is.

of course, entirely up to the voters
of the city. They may vote for the

may

bonds or they

defeat the issue

by their votes. The fact remains, of

Whatever facilitatesthe work

WILL HOLLAND’S

Will Holland have so pay more

So, the patrons of rural delivery

Company and the Bell Co.

’an greatly help themselvesby help-

have been merged? That

is

tion that is interesting a good
im-

Naturallybefore it can.be used
the school will have to be equipped

The

question in reality, then sim-

mers down to one of two results.If
the bond issue is carried the amount
will be spread over a period of ten
years, with the first bonds coming
due in 1935. and the last in 1944. If

many

We have

their carrier, seeing to it that

voads are kept in good condition

and

a very fine selection of used cars, in-

cluding foadsters, touring, coupes, and sedans at
especially attractive prices. Any one of those

promptly opened after storms, by
keep ng the anproaches to their boxseem to be that the rates will be es clear, and by promptly and willraised. At least the Michigan State nglv correcting any irregularities
Utilites Commission was Tuesday affecting their boxes when a«ked to
Jo so.
holding a hearing in Lansing at
Another great assistance that pawhich the application for a raise in
trons can render carriers is by
was being considered. Representa- ceeping themselves supplied with
tives .from a great many Michigan and nsing stamps instead of placing
cities were present to present the unstamped mail, with money for thci
purchase of the requiredpostage, in
palities served by the company are
the boxes. This delays the carrier
peoples' side of the case.
••nd sometimes imposes a great hardSubscribers of nearly 200 munici- hip on him, especially in cold or
seeking reductions, while company stormy weather. Preferred, stamped were covers laid for 1100 guests and the evening,
envelopes,either printed or plain, the galleries were comfortably filled ! Mr. Campbell declared the treatofficials declare the rates are inadejies resulting from the conference as
may be obtained from the carrier, with
quate. The commission is expected
Holland had a representation of different from the Treaty of Versre of good quality, and cost but a
to fix a permanent rate following ’Ittle
more than the
of the
-----» value
»«*»**= ui
uHrinear!y 100' Zeel*nd
Jelegasalliesas night is from day. .These
people just

perative.

ng

a ques-

buildings are overcrowded and relief

of the congested conditionsis

the service afi’orded.

for its telephone service when the
Citizens

present

Used Cars

of

the carrier is of direct benefit to the

TELEPHONE RATE BE patrons, for the greater the ease and
speed with which a carrier may cov
INCREASED? er his route the earlier and better

course that the new high school must

be opened and used. The

1

now. The

indications

more money next spring. Buy
now while you can make a selectiod.
cars will sell for

Holleman-DeWeerdAutoCo.

the request of Uie board of education for a bond issue is turned down
but one thing remains. The necessary
equipment must be purchased and
the whole cost will have to be raised by taxation within the next year.
The school budget has a great deal
<rf leeway under the state law, as
the founders of the government provided that ample funds should be
»ade available for the schools bv
taxation. The new Grand Haven the hearing.
high school building completed will
The commission has had a comcoat $232, 150.01. This includes the
coe* of equipment, practically all of plete inventoryand appraisal made
which is reguired by the state department of education. For this of all Michigan S*ate telephonepro-

spectators.

~

--

wnt

tamps upon them, and are redeemible at the value of the stamps

1011

1

if

ven*

:

* dozcn or more, Grand Ha» treatiesrecognizethe eovereifntyof
*nd Coopersville the nations while that recognizeda

sPrin*

to get along in politics, I
tate the

men

must

imi-

I cautioned: ‘Don’t imi-

tate the poorer thing.’ It is true that

God made man first He made an
improvementwhen he made wom- -— —

—

1

-

A feature of this gathering came
ate to which had we sub- during the customary reading of
necessary to] Ottawa county had by far the scribed we must bow down,
telegramsby the presidentOne of
money in a box, it should be | truest outside delegation, and this when Mr. Campbell introduce/, these a quite lengthy ore was sign|

1

|

olace

amount the city gets a modem high perties. According to this audit the out in a coin-holding receptacle or
school, which gives Grand Haven an Detroit property is worth $25,683,he properly wrapped so as to be easequal chance with the childrenof
659.
The
upstate property is worth ily Picked up by the
Holland, Benton Harbor, Muskegon,

‘opro^ototion helped to put
Lincoln banquet,

Gcrrit J. D:ekema as toastmaster, ed Truman H. Newberry." Immethe gentleman from Holland uras lately following the -peaking of the
Mr. Diekenu when he was intro- given a great ovation. “Diek” wrfs •an e. a lot of hnndclappingstarted.
Heights and the little village of Bu- $14,334,383 and the toll property
Money for the purchase of money duced by Chairman Colin P. Camp- in a particularly happy vein and af- Quickly this was followed by cheers
chanan, Mich., which has just bondorder should not be left in the box- bell as toastmasterfor the evening ter paying tribute to the Furniture which were prolonged until they as$5,419,589,a total of $16,105,938.
ed for $230,000.
‘s, but should be handed to the carwas given an ovation of several min- City band which provided the music, sumed the proportions of an ovaHolland city which several years
The sharpestfight is expected to rier and a receipt obtained.
utes,
and surely “Diek” was at his naid a merited tribute to Mrs. John tion. At length, as the applause
fRiuilt« magnificenthigh school center about the commission’stheory
building, has just voted $350,000 adbest and it was stated that ho real- \V. Blodgett, who presidedover the slackened,somebody on the east
Erutha Rebekah lodge held a reg- ly “n’tw the breath of life into the hanouet a year ago.
ditional bonds for the building of a 5^ .th® PubIic should not be comside of the room hissed. * ImmediateJunior high school building in order pelled to pay rates based on a fair i!ar meeting Friday evening in the
ly the applause was resumed until
noetiiij”.
Mr. DVkema declared it was the
to relieve the congestion. The con- retunj of the investmentof a utility
lodge rooms. A six o’clock supper
the
disturber, whoever he was, waa
ditions m this city are anything but but for service rendered,regardless
lTnfo.-Innately Senator Yates from spirit of L'ncoln that inspired the
silent.”
satisfactory,and no amount of Agurspetch call of the disarmament conference
md aT^oVlo^Th011^ ™nibers I Illinois who had a wonderful spetch
mg will relieve it. The school pop- service.eXPenSe °f renderinG tbat wa, L8 ° l7,kv l,,e
afflicted with a terribleeold^nJ and it was the spirit of Lincoln which
nlation of the city is growing stead, *
Jbe^commissjon took this stand in was beautifullyconferred on
NOTICE OF MEETING
brought it success. “Never, ’’ said
fly and the new school building will
V
y’ h"
CvaS€ o* tbe Lenawee County candidate* by the Bee Hive Lodge of '
“v® *<> be used next year.
Mr. Diekema, “since that fatal bulJri eohn0MeKC°' he,d *«bscrib- Sauyatuck, A social hour and uanc |more than
, !?
10
who were
LARGE NUMBER OF CASES
let struck down that giant figure
Cha.,ged ™]y what the ing followed.
To Whom It -.ay
May Concern:
USTED FOR ALLEGAN COURT servicp
ervice had cost under economical
present. This was also true in the has it been more appropriate that
Whereas, on the 22nd day of Jan
The calendar for the February management and by uso of modern
case of Miss Alice Mary Roberteon, we should celebrate his natal day.” uary A. D. 1922, an application was
term of circuit court at Allegan
V16
Public
jt
Glared,
congresswoman
from Oklahoma, IntroducingCong. Yates, Mr. filed with Henry Siersema, County
wnich convenes Monday, Feb 20 canpot be made to pay a Return on
Drain Commissioner of the County
OF LITE
iirment
• inefficient
• containsa total of 112 cases it be^ equipment
whose voice did not carry, at least Diekema styled him the notable exthat is
or antiof Ottawa for the Cleaning out of
quated.
INTO
not as far away as where the Hol- ception to the rule that sons of the Harlem Drain of a certain Drain
iX-Ti**!?
nUm,beJrli8ted in 8°me
time. The criminal docket embraces
drain was described in said a
MAKES HIT WITH HIS HEARERS l,nd <ieleg,tionMt irom the *ile*k' great fathers never amounted to which
f*
respondentsbeing
plication a« follows: Starting Tn
ers’
table.
much.
held for sentence for various offensAS A
,*r*’ 'M*
Southwest quartei Section Six (6)
«•, two for violation of the prohibiGovernor Alex J. Groesbeck the
Cong. Yates deliveredperhaps Town Five (6) Range 15 west near
tion law, and one for failure to supOther Speakers Were Hardly Audi- last speaker on the program couldn't
where Dredge started and for its enport his family. There are twentythe most beautiful and eloquentLintire upward length, it being filled in
ble to Most of tbo
be heard at all for the reason tfiat
That Tom Dur.n, who owns annine civil cases to be tried bv jury
coln oration ever heard at the Lin- with shifting sand, grass and weeds,
Liitoaere
he sent an eleventh hour telegram
be beard by the court operatesthe ^lutkegon Heights Gas
coln banquet table. Cong. Yates was also banks caving in that said drain
24 co“testod chancery Co., planned and financed it when
stating that he was unable to b*
traversethe townships of Holsuffering from losa oi voice but Was
cases thirteen are for divorce. Ten
The Lincoln Banquet at Grand | present, and naturallythat number
. land and Olive In said county.
organized, has since then taken only
so
forceful,
so
fascinating
was
/ 17 default chancery cases are
11,8 Therefore notice is hereby given
Rapids from the visitors’viewpoint had to be eliminated,
for divorce as are nine of the $125 a month out for his service in
oratory that the great throng was that in accordance with the statute
managing it and for return on in- could hardly be called a great sue- 1 The Chinese minister, Dr. Sao-Ke particularly quiet so that all could
in such case made and provided,a
no acti°n
JM been taken within the past
year. vestment,was developedat the rate oess. The tables in the remote part Alfred Sze, however made a great hear. When Comr Yatw hnH
Joint Board meeting of the Township
Thwe latter will no doubt be strick- Wing before the Michigan public of the banquet hall that have been hit speaking on the “The China of eluded he was given a real
Boards of the Townshipe of Holland
the calendar when it is cal.and
Olive will be held on the 18th
utilities commission.
generally filled to capacity were Ve Twentieth Century." He had hi.' Uo„
dSy of Feb. A. D. 1922 at the resi^„rty tS J?dge at the gening of
ailThe
company
is not asking for an empty, but this may be due largely awlience coiitinually with him andi
XiItuTh! J'flY summoned to andence of Fred Bakker one mile south
ncreased rate. Neither are citizens to the fact that the delegates coming thanked Mr. Diekema for the
W,tj!ng* of Harlem church in the township of
27whe"
asking for any rate other than the from a distance did not put in their words he had spoken at the banquet-. ntroduc®d M'S8 Alice Mary Rob- Olive in said county of Ottawa at 1
ertson as the ,int sPeaker on the o’clock in the afternoon of said day
present temporary rate of $1.75. The appearance for the reason that thr in behalf of China when
program.
for the purpose of determining the
Purpose of the hearing is to estah- banquet was held on a bad evening that the spirit of Lincoln dominated
P»»«d awa,
necessity of said drain and whether
“Miss
Robertson
insisted
that
woso
to
speak,
with
very
little
likeliFriday night at his home in Robin- 'ish a permanent rate.
the conference at Washingtonthat
the
proposed drain is necessary and
tsh: *** *
.«»«*« / men cannot *UC(,«ed in politics un- conducive to public health, convenThe appraisal • of the company’s hood of those coming from a disProperty, as given by its engineers tance being able to get home: for through the good offices of the *eS8 tbc^ ge* 8wajr *roni ^b® *dea *b®t ience and welfare. At said meeting
anything but a “50-50 arrangement any and all persons owning lands liain Ottawa county and the remains •s $158,000, with an additional Sunday Another reason given was American
ble to assessment for benefits or
the
fact
that
several
other
banquets
were taken to Ohio where services *120,000 for working capital. The
Relative to the banquet the Grand wil1 w5n for them the p,ac« that ***$7 whose land shall be crossed by said
were held.
company’s books show only $124,- of a similar nature were being pull- Rapids Herald of Sunday has the de8ervc ln «overnment"
drain may appear for or against said
Although he has not been in the
j
"A 76-25 split isn’t satisfactory iroceedings,and may be heard in re000. In explanationof this differ- ed off in different part of the state
business for a number of years, Mr.
on the same night, and besides Coach
“Colin P. Campbell, presidentof to either men or women, nor will any ations thereto.
Mtlvin was for a long time in the ence, fact disclosed at the hearing
Dated this 6th day of Feb. 1922.
Yost
was
having
a
banquet
of
his
'how
that
Dunn
had
placed
several
the
Lincoln club, and former Con- otber percentage do than an even
dreus bus, ness and was associated
Bram Witteveen,
"ith the famous Bingling Bros, or- thousand dollars more Into the prop- own at the Grand Rapids Advertis- gressman Gerrit J Diekema, toast- break,” she said,
Charles Eilander,
ganization. He was a member of a erty that had never been credited on ers’ club, which somewhat divided
Markus Vinkemulder,
master, in their brief remarks, struck "But women must work. They
lodg. Ol Om Masonic fra- he company** books.
Townships Clerks
the
Grand
Rapids
representation.
keynotes
which
might
well
have
should
enter
politics
with
nc
apologtfrnitjr.
of the townships of Holland,
Nothwithstanding this fact there gone for the principaladdress of ies. When I was once advised that
Olive and Park.
I
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DAY NEW PARTNERSHIP
FOR MAYOR STEPHAN
FORMED TODAY IN

THIS IS VALENTINS

Star of Bethlehem Chapter, No.

40, O. E. S., will give a Get-Together Party on Saturday evening, February 18, 1922, at the Ladies’ Literary Club, at 8 P. M. Each member is privileged to invite one couA new partnership was formed in ple. There will be dancing ami
cards.
Holland Tuesday, with John Vander-

1
0. 2
Irving
No wonder Mayor Stephan was
Riemersma, G .. ............. 2 ,0 0 .2
Van Lente F.....».............. 0 0 0 0 smilin’ from ear to ear Tuesday
mornin’. This is Valentine day and
— at the same time the anniversaryof
12
3
5 3 the Mayor’s birth, for "Abe” SteB F P T , phan passes today his 68 rd mile- sluis and Leonard De Pree as the James H. Yerkes, well known resiKazoo College
Hinga, F — ..... ............. 4 0 0 1 stone in life, and his hosts of friends partners. Mr. De Pree has been em- dent of Grand Haven, was severely
are keeping him busy wishing him
1 .......... 2 0 2 0
injured Sunday afternoon by a fall
Kern, F ............
many happy returns of the day.
ployed in the store of Mr. Vander- on a slipperv sidewalk.Mr. Yerkes
The boxing matches put on by the the Saugatuck fans who came to see Spurgeon, C ... ...>......... 8 0 2 1'
The mayor has been a very pio*
suffered a fractured hip and was
Ameiuan Legion Wednesday even- the matoh game.
Vroeg (c) G.... ............. 2 6 1 0 gressive and at the same time a very sluis for about a year and a half, otheiwisej^h^
ing were a complete success. UnThe game was a very interesting Lambke, Ck
0 0 0 aggressiveindividual in Holland’s and Tuesday morning he. became a
fortunatelyit is not permitted to
one, each player playing a closo McKay, C ........ ............. 0 0 2 0 wlitical life. Whether in office or member of the firm. The name of the LIST
give results of the contest, a state
out of office he has always taken a
— - — law forbidding the publicationof game and exerting extreme efforts
W0
BUSINESS
ive interest in everythingof a civic business will for the present at least
6 7 2 nature that stands for the bettersuch information.But it can be said to win. Bredeweg played a very good
11
mtl(Jh
A*i> ftl.MHKS
continue the same.
that the bouts were full of interest game, and at ono time was leading
Summary — Substitutions— Me Kay ment of Holland. Whatever he may
h)ESBUHU,
H. K., DUALISR HI
and that the Legion members who Blom' 4B baUg Some ftne 8hoU
Mr. De Pree, during the time that
for Spurgeon, Spurgeon for McKay, undertake along these lines the asOKUU8,
medicine,
paiuta, ulU, uiliei
attended the contests were on their
,, , ^ .
jnp
surance is always there that the job
he has been employed at the Van- U'Uclea luiporu ana uonmiiUt
toes with excitement aU the time, were pulled off by both players dur- Van Lente for Van Putten f *'
s going to be done thoroughly.
The contests reminded them strong- ing the game. Bredeweg had a
Mr. Stephan’spoliticalaspirations dersluis store has made more than igani. CltlicDH phone 12»1. IS E
(Cirbtb Btreei
ly*of similar events that used to bejjjjgjjrun 0f jg balls which was one
lave
never reached beyond the city
It was quite evident last Friday
good in the business, and the partDr. E. J. Hanes
o' fte **7- H. night that the Hope Reserves were of Holland up to this time. He has
>een satisfied to confine his activi- nership was the logical result He
Pbyslclaa
the front. And thefe were some fine gave Blom one of the hardest panics dated 'as the big game for the Calties to his home town, and while
Residence Phone 1996
employed at the J. & H. De
boxers ill the line-up Wednesday played so far, and Blom had to play vin College Rivals. Earlier in the always taking an active interest in
34 W. 8th St. Citz. Office Phone 1766
„ , good ball to defeat him.
season we defeated the Rivals by a national, state and county politics , ongh store on Tenth street for
and By Appointment
The boxing matches were pulled The game ended with a score of
rather narrow margin- Hence they iis desire for office outside of Hol- about four years, one year of which
off on the second floor of the Wolland, has never been apparent
verine Garage. About three hun- 150 to 140. Several scratches were were fully determind to even up the
Mr. Stephan has given Holland a was after he returnedfrom the war.
PLUM BERM AND HOOPER*
made
by
both
players.
Another
match
dred Legion members were present
igures on the slate when the return great deal of his time, first as alMr. De Pree entered the sendee in TYLER VAN liANDKOKND, Dealer
on the side-lines to cheer on the game will be played next week, Blom game was to be played.
derman then as police commissioner,
In Windmills, Gasoline Englnee,
fighters.Another state law provides to play either a player from this
later as mayor with many years on April, 1918, becoming a member of Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cits.
One
glance
at
the
score
ought
to
that no one is to be admitted who
the Board of Public Works, and fin- Co. B, 310 Engineers.
was Obon* 1031. 40 Went Ith Street
be enough to convince anybody that
has not paid up his membership, and dty or Grand Rapids.
ally again as Mayor, and Holland
hence the boms could not be shown
he game was a very close and ex- has appreciatedthese services from abroad just a year, ten months of
to the public, although a large numDr. J. O.
Tn one of the fastest and best citing one. From the very first sec one of its foremost progressive citi- which were spent in Russia, where
ber of outsiders were anxious to get
DENTIST
ond
of
play
to
the
very
last
it was zens.
he
saw
almost
continuous
fighting
in. So interested were some people played games ever staged in CarnoAfter a year of hard work emPhons
in the fight that they climbed up on gie Gymnasium the Kazoo College nip and ,tuck, the team that could
bracing both municipal and his pri- during that time. While in Russia
the roof of the bicycle shop across
8:30 to
64604
hold
the
heavy
end
of
the
score
when
five romped off with a one-point vicvate business, Mr. Stephan is to he sent for a consignment of seeds
the street and watched the conttst
1:30
to
6
P.
M.
the whistle would blow would be the leave Monday on a trip to Californfrom thei;e. The roof 4 this 1IU1- tory. The visitorscame here smartfrom the J. & H. De Jong company
508-9 Widdieomb Building
winners.Calvin made good advant- ia. The trip will occupy from
ing
from
the
defeat
we
handed
them
building wj*» crowded and it served
Grsnd Rapids, Mich.
month
to
six
weeks.
age
of
our
superfluous
energy
am
and these were planted under his dias a kind of a grandstand for the on their own floor and were pepped
The points of interest to which he
.
up to win this game if they never made their first three points by the expects to go are San Francisco, Los rection thus helping along the introDR A LEENHOUTl
So successful was Wednesday
excellent foul shooting of Top. Then Angeles, CatalinaIslands, Pasadena,
duction of American crops in Rus- BYE, BAR, NOSE AND THBOAT
night’s program that another athlet- von another one. Although the game
Boone came back with a neat little Salt Lake City, Grand Canyon, sia. The experiment attracted a good
SPECIALIST
ic program will be arranged for in vas lost by one point Hope outplaycourt
shot, added another free throw Denver and no doubt other side trips deal of attentionat the time, but VANDER VEEN BLOCK. OVER WOOL
the near future.
ed the visitorsand led them all the
that will make the tour interesting. Mr. De Pree has not heard since
WORTH'S
way until Hinga shot the basket and the score was tie. A few more
Surely the mayor is entitled to then what the results of the venture
OFFICE
HOD SB
free
throws
and
Calvin
was
getting
The Holland High school five had which won the game.
his vacation.
have been.
I to 11 a. m.| t to 5 p. q. Erstolaft
the
best
part
of
the
pudding.
The
easy sailingFriday night at the local
Hope started the first half with a
Mr. Vandersluis, the senior memTaes. and Sate.. 7:30 to 9.
ber of the new firm, came to HolOF
/
Gym. easily riding over the G. R. rush and before the game was two last five minutes of this half the old
land 28 years ago, coming here from
Van Lente
South High Team. According to the minutes old Dyke found the basket combination went
RECALLS
Grand Rapids where he had been
lined
up
another
shot
but
Calvin
dope the two teams were very even- for two points. Dyke was putting up
INDKHTAKIMJ
employed with the Herpolsheimcr
DYKSTRA, 40 EAST
ly matched but in Friday night’s con- one of his best games and before ended the half with the heavy end
Co. /He started business on a small IOHN
EIGHTH
Street.
Cltlious unone
test the locals showed themselvesfar Kazoo woke up he caged four field of a 9-5 score.
A number of Holland ex-service scald and he has been uniformlysuc1167-lr.
The
second
half
was
a
regular
cessful.
His
business
career
in
Holthe superiorof the two 'easily run- -joals With the score 10-1 in Hope's
men are more than ordinarily interland has been a substantial one, and
ning up a 30-11 decision.Klies led favor Kazoo substituted McKay for battle. Many basket ball fans in ested in the burning of the steamer
the new partner hopes to continue
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARUto
“Northern
Pacific”
about
which
disthe assault this lad playing his Spurgeon. He tried some dirty the crowd stated that it was the best
aster there is an investigation now the traditionsof the firm and to help
first full game as a regular, was eas- work and Johnson put him out of exhibition of the game seen on the
in progress by the New York office to build up the business to the lim- DIEkEMA, KOLLKN A TEN LATH
ily the individual star of the contest the game. Spurgeon was sent back f floor this season. Our men had of the department of commerce. It its of its capacity.Mr. De Pree
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
scoring 20 of the 30 points garnered in the game for McKay. During this no trouble in breaking up their plays was this ship that brought back from Tuesday extended the invitation to Office over First State Bank. Uotn
all
his
friends
to
make
the
store
their
France
a
number
of
Holland
soldiers.
by his team. Holland took a com- half Hope scored six field goals while but try as they would it seemed imPhones
The trip was made in six days, leav- headquartersfor trading; he will be
manding lead early in the game and Kazoo was making three. The hal: possible to ring the counters. Again ing Brest, France on July 11, 1919. there to welcomn them.
Louis H. OSTERHOUS
was never headed, Kleis started the /as Hope’s by a wide njargin. The and again the ball had the right feel- The ship at that time, according to
141
scoring by dropping in a two pointer passing was better and the defense ing but changed its mind when it hit Holland men, had 16 boilers and an A PLAY THAT IS
Practices m an State and Fedora!
and being ably assisted by the splen- worked smoother. The score at half the hoop. Van Lente carried the oil burner. It had a triple screw and
Courts. Office in Court House
TO BE A
horseshoe this half ringing up five made 37 knots an hour.
did passing of his teammates he was time was 14-8.
Michigan.
semi-playlet,semi-musical Orand
The
vessel caught fire off the New
Hope came back for the second baskets. Until the last few minutes Jersey coast and was sunk to the
able to turn this trick six times durcomedy, is to bo staged under the
PEED T. MILES A TTORNEY-aT-LAW
ing the first half. Lordahl and A half with the old pep and before of play Calvin held the lead.
bottom, the crew saving themselves
Prosecuting Attorn iy of Ottawa
Vanden Brink each contributed a long Dickie scored a pretty field goal In the last few minutes Bolt of in lifeboats. The boat was known as auspicesof the tVmerica;i Legkn nt
Couuty,
basket and along with five points which was followed by a dandy shot Calvin substituted for Telman, but a “jinx ship”. When in use as a the High school auditorium on Tucs
troop ship it went ashore on Fire
Kreme*» Block
Holland, Michigan
he
had
played
onjy
a
few
seconds
by
“Beans”.
Before
the
half
was
scored by Kleis thru the foul route
Island once, but that was not the day evening February 21.
over
Hope
held
a
twelve
point
lead.
when
he
got
the
worst
end
of
a
rush
brought Holland’s total for the first
time when the Holland boys were reThe play is not a retrospect of the
General Practice
half up to 21 points. The South five Right here Kazoo talked it over and for the ball and had to be taken from turning home.
BeU lilt
past
but
rather
an
Imaginary
version
OUlaeas
Phoas 8
seemed way off color they fumbled then they started to climb. They the floor. With only forty seconds MISSION WORK DESCRIBED
AT MEETING MONDAY NIGHT Of the future up to mt. ju.t .bout [Orand Hapids Monument Co.
repeatedly and had very fed shots started to spill them in from the field to go we played the safe game and
The
Home Missionarysociety of
at the basket. They seemed unable and Vroeg helped a lot by his good kept the one point lead, much to the the Methodistchurch held an enthu- the time when Holland'snew school
Zeeland, Michigan
to stop Holland’s fast offensive play- form on, foul shots. In this depart- dissatisfactionof the Calvin rooters. siastic meeting Monday evening at bonds fall due, which of r nurse has
JOHN H. BOSUH, Gea’IAgt.
ing and could not penetrate the lo- ment Dickie had an off night as he Final score, 21-20, in favor of Hope. the home of Mrs. E. B. Rich, 41 E. nothing to dp with the case, only to
10th street Devotionals were in
Following is the lineup:—
cal’s defense. Peterson subbing for only succeeded in scoring three free
charge
of Mrs. C. Gross. The study demonstrate what a wonderful in WM. VAND
EU. 143 M. IU
throws
out
of
ten.
He
made
up
for
Calvin.
Hope
Birt scored their lone basket during
book “From Survey to Service,” by
Ice
steam, fowls, or
this
by
his
scrappy
floor
work
and
..... Yeths
loone ................. F ........
the first half. The half ended 21-4.
H. Paul Douglas, is of unusual in- sight this musical company has Into {treat.* For
Clt liens Phone 1448
rsme
In
three
goals
from
. the field in spite Eggink ...............
terest. The fifth chapter was very the future, which up to this time has
South came back strong In the second half and played the locals about of the fact that he was closely Lubbers ............. .F ....... ..............Vos clearly outlined by Mrs. H. W. been a closed book to all of
|t*<m halk— 20 vom
wui eto trad*.
Smith. This pertainedto the probeven, South scored 7 points during guarded. Hope managed to hold the VanLetne .......
Anyway
the new play is entitled, | pS£e ^SScTrlo**
this half while the locals added nin* lead in spite of the Kazoo rally. Doeksen .............
the home missionarywork. Mission“He Stoops and She Conquers.” The
- .... .........: ....... Bolt ary work among the negro schools
points to their lead. Had the South With two minutes left to play Hope Schurmans .....
led
by
one
point
when
Hinga
picked
play has many plots and
was
described
by
Mrs.
G.
B.
FlemEggink .............. -G ......
team played the same brand of ball
the ball off from the bank and droping,
and
oriental
work
by
Mrs.
J.
Jonkman ...........
in the first half as they displayed in
plots and presents
Rank. Instructive enigmas were ar
ped it into the basket that spelled
DePree .............. ..G ....... ..... . ........ Top
the second half the score would have
ranged by Mrs. C. 'Ingham. Voca situations.
defeat for Hope. With a one-point
Jolderma ...........••• Vr ... ........ Highstone muse by Mrs. C. Gross and Mrs. H.
been closer. Forsroa and Brown disThere is a laugh running thru all
lead Kazoo worked the “stall play”
Goals — Van Lente 6, Boone, Jonk- w. Smith, acompanied by Mrs. E. B.
played the best form for the South
and kept the ball in their possession. man 2, Joldersma, Telman, Vos 2, Rich. At the close of the meeting it and the musical comedy goes fromliwd b*id Wednooitr,wm vtoiTtod:
team. For the locals,Klies, T. Van
Rrrar Atwto* from th»
At the very end of the game Spur* Froo Throws _ Boone 1 out instrumentalmusic was rendered by the sublime to the ridiculous.
etroot to
to th.
th« boo*
den Brinfc and Hill starred. Vanden
Yeths 3. Free Throws—Boone 1 out the.MiMe8 A(h whitman, Eva Clara
geon walked with the ball and JohnThe
play is really a parody on the iin*
rtm-t.
Brink and Hill played well on deof 4; Eggink 2 out of 5; Top 7 out and Martha ujcj,. Arrangements arq
son called the foul on him. Before
fense and Kleis had a keen eye for
of 11; Vos 1 out df
being made for a Mother and Daugh- blue laws, and the funny situations
Dick could throw the foul time was
ter banquet to he held in March. of course enlarged the way a carbaskets. Jud Hymanes of Kazoo
called and the game was over. If Dick HEALTH CONDITIONS
Thi8 will be in connectionwith the
bandied the game in fine style.
hST «wrot« V w*«r bwnd
had made the goal the game would HAMILTON SCHOOL IMPROVING Queen ggther Circle. The hostesses toonist would enlarge them, pictured II its
)IMMI Mi4 iraprovMOtrrt boinf mmltood a
G. R.
' Holland
(were
Mesdames
Rich,
Rank
and
have been tied but he didn’t and it
in song and
Moamry public Inn.rwrmetH:th*
Birt .......................
F... ........ Weersing
It is interesting to note that the Bannister.
was just in the luck of the game that
Prescott .......... — F ............. ..... Kleis
health conditions^ in the
Bt*<* Hlfhwiy --r ----- -mCTu.
he didn’t. It was a big responsibility
11-24. *nd ron on Ale In Ui«
Forsma. ............... C ................Lordahl
school have improved since
man TO TAKE
v, .... My elerk; lh»l ike oo* •nd
thrust on our plucky captain’s shoul- spring. And that time it ranked
KRUISENGA’S PLACE WITH
Brown .............. G ------Vanden Brink
ders but in spite of the fact that he one of the poorest in health
NATIONAL GROCERY CO. ny situations that exaggerated blue ?;
'
Ederly...M ------------ G.~ ..............
Hill
tions. Now 25 of the underweight] . „i
™n. law methods would bring about.
missed,
Dickie
did
enough
during
the
Field Goals— South, —Feterson,
Vwd«nJ!*
«d
iff
“jj
pupils have brought their weight
Roy A. Clark, for 12 years con
Anyway the cast of characters are art of Rlrer evenue ind of 17th ttreM u
rest of the game to make up for this. to normal. Others would gain if the nected with the Grand Rapids branch
Mullins, Hotskiss;Holland, Klies 7,
comprised of twenty talentedamaVanden Brink, DeLoof Albers, Lord The whole team played a good game handicaps of physical defects were of the National Grocery company teur actors and will consist of ten t0TcUl wrtimetedooel of ptVtof and Impporlif mrladinj eoMt of •arr*7?X nVfn'n'.
girls and ten boys, only the girls will meat end ooat of ooi^nirrtio®8100
ahl. Goals from foul— South 2 out and every student of Hope shook removed. Their greatest need at this and for the past two Y®8™ b,jy
be
proud
of
them.
They
were
de- time seems to be dental attention. and assistant manage* of the con- be boys and the boys will be boys; in that the entire amount of f40.08i.00 be de4, Mullins 1 out 5. Holland, Kleis 6
Mr. Veldhuis, the teacher, has im- cem, has been made manager of the other words, next week there are go- fra/ed by ipwlal aweeimeirt W^« *ke )oM
and Itndi or parti of tole ami lauda ab utout of 9. Subs., South— Mullins fo^ feated by the narrowest of mar\ proved matters by introducingset- branch, the second largest in the
ing to be ten “Julian Eltinges” in irr upon »ald pert of River aveime and of
fcins
by
the
best
team
in
the
state.
Prescott, Peterson for Birt Sfceby
ting up exercises this term. The
. ..
Barrmteenth «treet a/rordin* to tbe prorkHolland, at least for one night.
It is stated that it took some time km* of the Oily Charter: provided however,
for Ederly, Hotskiss for Peterson; This same team has beaten M. A. C. mothers and patrons of the school Mr. Clark fills the vacancy left bv
that the ooat of Urtrowtafthe aim* Inter^
to pick out ten of these feminine aeetlona where »at«f part of River avenue
Subs, for Holland, De Loof for Notre Dame and ValparaisoUniver- district were addressedby M»ss Lena gdward
Grocer men, and we are told that the lot at and of Seventeenth»treH iat«noctsother
sity. We have beaten them and M. Laude, R. N., county public health Holland,
Weersing, Vander Poel for Lordahl.
nurse, on “The health of the school eral manager of the NationalGrocer l^n. anu^^
beautie8>
street*be paid from the General StreetFund
they have beaten us by the same
the cKy: thal the land*, lot* PITnl;
Referee, Jud Hymanes, Kazoo.
child. Miss Weavers pupils pleased company last
Anyway boys, after the show of
bee iiiwn whkh raid apeckalaaeeaamenitahall
margin. This is enough to prove at the audienceby a program of health ager started with the company as a | anyway y
U
ahall Includeall the land*, lota
bookkeeper and city salesman. Lat- don’t hang around the state door andlevied
prembe* ahuttinz on aaiid parta of aald
least that we are as good as the songs and rhymes.
the road looking for beauties, for you might etreetain the cHy of Holland; aUo the atreet
er he spent seven years on
One of the closest and most thrll- best team in the state.
grab off the wrong boy.
Interaction* where aald part of River aveas salesman.
“AN
EVENING
IN
JAPAN”
TO
ing basketball games ever played in
Wednesday night Hope is going to
. But without joking, this musical nue and of Wert Seventeenthatreet interBE
A
FINE
PROGRAM
comedy has run for a long time in aeeta other atreet*:all of which, lot*, bnda
this city was the preliminarygame prove this by avenging the defeat
The Holland Teachers’ club is now
Second Battalion Headquarters
A
New York
and Chicago, and has and prcmnei aa berm art forth be dealfFriday evening between the Union the Kazoo Normal handed us a few busy preparing “An Evening m Ja126 Inf. is to have an additional ^.ade a hitf an,| judging from the cstod and declaredto conehtutea apeortl
Reserves and the Holland High Re- weeks ago. Every man on the team pan,” which will be given in the high second lieutenant, and it is very favorable comment8 that have now aaeeiMncntdlatrkrt to dofray thrt part
the co rt of paving and nnprovlnfpart of
serves. The Grand Rapids five won is going to fight and every student school auditorium Feb. 23 and 24. probable tbat someone connected lt,aked out the Holland stare are do- River Avenue and -of Seventeenth «tmt W
the manner berrtabefore "ft*
The high school orchestra, under the with one of the Grand Haven guard
work with it<
on a foul by one point.
of Hope is going to be out there to
dratnet *6 be known and dmlgnatod M IM
direction of Miss Ruth Keppei, wu
recejve
shoulder
straps]
Remember
the affair comes off on "River Avenue and Wert Seventeenth Street
When time was called the score back them to the last minute of
entertain the audience with
a very ghort time. A recent Tuesday evening of next week. Fen- 1'ovine Hwewat A*e*»ff > Dirtrlrt *0 4h%
stood 14 to 14 and 5 minutes over play. If Hope beats them there is selections,A chorus in. JaPanefiJ.f°8* ruling from the war department per- ruary 21.
City of Holland.
_
RESOLVED— That the profile. dli«r*BL
time was played. During that time only one obstacle in the way to have tume, consisting of about thirty mits tbe appointment of an addition- j Tickets are now on sale at John plan* and mtknate of coat of the P™***4
flutgers and George H. Huizenga’u pavinirof River avenue from the aoutfc line
each -team scored a field basket mak- as much claim to the collegiatetitle voices, will be one of the leading a, secon(1 lieutenant in each batalion
of Thirteenthatreet to the aouth line of
'eatures.
.
..
Po„no
headquarters
company
and
each
regJewclry
gtore>
ing the score a tie again. Another as any one in the state. This obSeventeenthatreet, and SeventeenthStreet
Mr. Slater and Miss Anita ^ayne jmantal headquarters company. —
from the ea»t lino of River avenue to the
five minutes overtime was necessary stacle is the M. A. C. game on March
canter line of Ottawa Avenue; he depoalted
will appear as hero and heroine in
H. Tribune.
OTTAWA COUNTY OFFICERS
when South scored one point on a 3. If Hope beats them it eliminates a one-act play “O Joy San”. Mr.
in the office of OH/, Clerk for nubile examARREST SPRING LAKE COUPLE ination.and tbat the OJerk bs Inrtructedto
foul winning the game. The two Kazoo Normal as they have already Slater will take the part of an Amerrive notice thereof of the proposedimproveSheriff Fortney is holding a busment and df the dirtriet to he aMeaaod
teams were evenly matched. Conrad been beaten by the big green team. ican business man; Miss Payne, the
Mr. and Mrs. George Woodhouse thereforf,
therefore,by pobiUhinc
paDiiaain* nouc»
notice of tiie aaano
Japanese bride. The program prom- pect at the Ottawa county jail in
and Fisher starred for Grand Rapids This would give Hope an even claim
coimwwwu with the burglary
__ _ _ r of
.....
- who live in a houseboat on Spring
ises to be exceptionallygood, and connection
the
^
while Hill, Van Zanten and Van with Kazoo college and perhaps
the public is asked to reserve the H. Vanden Bosch Clothing store at I Lake have been taken into custody and U hereby deU-romed «a the time when
Raalte excelledin their play for game might be arranged with them above dates.
Grand Haven a few weeks ago. The on the charge of having liquor in the Oouneil will mart at the Council room*
consider any euggertkma or object tool
’suspect was identified by several their possession. This couple were to
Holland.
that may be made to *md o#«scm* <Uaon a neutral floor to decide the matassociated
with
J.
P.
Murphy
in
the
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Olive were railroad men as the man whom they Spring Lake Hotel, but left when trict, iraunov ament, diagram,profileand •*ter. Leta beat Kazoo Normals Wed
tfcnato of ooet
had seen about the railway yards at
Grand Rapid* visitors Monday.
RICHARD OYERWEO.
Murphy got into difficulty and went
| about the time the burglary was
A large audience witnessed the nesday night
Dated:
OHj Clerk*
to Uie federal prison at Fort Leaven,
'committed. The suspect, however,
Holland. Michigan-February 7, 1W2.
match game of pocket billiards
Lineup and summary:—
worth.
They
have
since
been
living
(Feb;9-lfl23)
John Meeuwsen of Grand Haven gtoutly maintains his ignorance of
Will Blum’s poclcet billiardroom Fri- 1
P
in the houseboat at Spring Lake..
the affair.
......
3
1 was in Holland
dqy evening, including Several of Japinga (c) F...
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HEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY

STATE ISSUES “DOPE”

i^oa£b

MARKET REPORT

PUBLIC AUCTIONS
On

Thursday, March 2at 1 o'clock
p. m. on farm of Peter De Kraker.
Mr. R. Meier qf West 11th St, is INSTITUTIONS FOR FILING PE- 1-2 mile west of the P. M. station
at Vriesland or 1-2 mile south and
ser ously ill at his home.
TITIONS AND DATES RE.
1-2 mile east of the Beaverdam Wheat, white, — ..................... ,.$1.26
The Grand Haven public library
QUIRED ANNOUNCED
Wheat, red ............................
... 1.29
has recently added a number of new
On
Saturday,
Feb.
....
25,
......
at
9
o'clock
«...
Rye
.............................................
80
books in the Holland language.
The department of state, takng fl m at the Hoiland Salvage Co., No. -a Meal ....... — ....................63.00
Art
Art Covington had his arm acci- lnu. hv th‘ fnr(> |0(.k ha, iMUed the
ulentfillv hrui«od in a fleahimr ma- #
We Iore .,0tK* "** l8Suea ine i West 7th street, Holland, Mich,
will'd
.........
28.i!U
dentally pruisea in a neaning ma fo owmg set of instructionsfor can- ' n„ Thnp»/t«v Feh 88 at in «
ehinc at the North Side Tannery re- ^tes, those who are thinking
0n Thurada>- Feb’ 28i at 10 a' Scratch Feed wth grit.
41.00
m. on the farm of Klaas Talsma, sit- Scratch Feed, no grit...
suiting in severe bruises. Theae are becoming candidatesand those who
.. 42.00
not serious however and Covington mgyi want ^ induce friends to bc. uated 1-2 miles east of Hudsonville, it. Car Feed per ton «•••••• ««•••••. 2a.0(
Michigan.
will be back on duty in about a week. come candidates for office in the
27.00
On Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 1 p. -Vo. 1 Feed per ton
Miss Gatra Brown of New York generai primarieswhich will be held
Bran
....... ...... ......
30.00
m.
on
the
farm
of
G.
J.
Damveld.
and a former student at Hope Col- ^ueaday, Sept 12.

FOR CANDIDATES

, 4. htore.
v,.
.

Allen Holubar

'

.

f

Presents

fnrn

of

-in—

HAN,

..

nomina- nnioln^venu^^nd

*^81^

lege is visiting friends and former ’
for filing
•classmates at the
tjng petitions is Saturday, August St and Lincoln a'enu* and east t0'
ard the first house.
Friday night the Milestone staff of j2.
FOR SALE— 400 Cipher incubator
Hope College will present a farce
Candidates for the office of U.
.
the college in order to advertise the Senator, Governor or Congressmanand
InqU
annual which they will put out some at large must file with the secretary
^•#e •#
time in the early part of
0f state nominating petitions signed
PUBLIC AUCTION
The A. Pieters 5 and 10 store has by a number of registered voters
A public auction will be held at
been having an unusual aluminum-equal to not less than 2 per cent nor
Holand,
ware sale which will end Saturday more than 4 per cent of the number a
. M rMichgan, at the Holland
night Feb. 18. A list of 30 articles 0f votes cast for secretary of state Sj^age Co. (the former livery barn
in the line of pots and pans, roasters »t the last
Roone "ros-)» No. 1 W. Seventh
and coffee urns aret spiling at w price Candidatesfor district offices must street *19 a. m.. Saturday, Februthat is astounding It
.. .«
------- file petitions bearing ..wv
.
,,AA
is a wondernot less than 2 ar7
ful alumninum ware sale which no- per cent nor more than 4 per cent
*5 *°od ^ork
j ™ 1100
body should pass up. The closing the number of voles cast by
,b?*» 4 ^od road horses, 10
<late is Saturday
party for the sc'-retaryof state in f00" milch cows, some fresh, others

school.

at

S.

one.

. .

.

.

Low
Low Grade Flour ___
••

”

of

their

night

district

,
h™9

.

It

44.00
12 00

Hay,

16.00

-

baled

...

.....

*traw ----------------

today.

the tieimndbus spectacles are:
Terrific battle of the Amazons.
Beautifulbathing Girls.
Georgous festival scenes in the Court of Constantine.
: Christian^Jave girls sold to Barbaiian Soldiers.
Knights resetiing maidens imprisoned in battle towers.
Flogging of slave girls true to their faith.
Millionairesmidnight revels of modern timesj
Thousands of Women, thousands of Men, and thousands
of horses in the big spectacular scenes.
A stupendous Production, one that will never be forgotten- A 10 RmI Star Spacial.

11 1-2

Beef

......

Fggi

11

...............

creamer

Butter,
Butter, dairy

.

. . .

••

Chickens

..

36

...........................
31

.......... ........ ......

...... .

.. .30
.20

-------------

The cars of Mr. R. Tuttle and Milo the
to be fre8b 800n- ^ fJewuhefdT o£
Pairbanks came together at the cor- Candidatesfor county offices must y°un8 stock, 6 sows bred about Janner of River and 12th St last even- file petitions conUining not less than 1uary
15 «hoat* wme 125
ing. • The hospital tone sign was two nor more than four per cent of Jh** Several lumber wagons, /dump
For Sale!
smashed and the two cars were badly ihe number of votes cast for their boxes and racks, spring waKons, top
•damaged. The two parties involved party in the
buggies, surreys, cutters,bob sleighs,
JohnS Noel acetylene light plant
are now getting togetherto settle The residence, street number and work harnesses,single and double
Tank out doors. Guaranteed safe and
with themselves and with the hospital date of signing of each elector must buggy harnesses, some farm imnle In first class condition.
.authoritiesfor the
be shown on the
ments, including one new mapure
A remonstranceagainst the paving It is unlawful to sign more than carrier with cable. Plumbers supJohn Stoepkbr,
of Seventh street from River to Pine one petition for the same office. P"es such as unions, elbows, coupi Zeeland, Mich.
was made to the common council
No affidavitof party affiliation is tings, nipples and pipe. About
Wednesday ni^it Th$ document was required with nominating petitions. 15,000 feet lumber and timbers of
referred to the street committee. To avoid confusionand insure the al* kinds. One platformscale, 2,000
The Holland Furnace Co. and the placing of the candidate's name up- lbs. capacity, 6ne hay scale. 5 ton lf MV«Vt u? " r '-'t '» M? <t u\yi <1 1« /„vf Mf Mi
Komforter Kotton Co. petitioned the on the ballots, petitions should be capacity:one 12-horsegasolineengine on truck; 4 I De LavaL Cream
council Wednesdaynight for the clos filed early.
Separator with fmlley for engine;
ing of a certain portion of 21st
1,000 feet good manllla ropb. Otheast of Columbia avenue and certain CURIOUS
er articlestoo numerous to mention.
.alleys. The petition was
SETTLED IN
Terms of Sale — Credit ’Vill. be
to the street committee.
given on all good 'bankable1' paper
Aid. Brieve chairman of the com“0 JOY
until Oct.' 1, 1022, without iitt&esL
mittee on poor,, reported to the counAll sums $10 and finder4 casH.’^OvW
•oil Wednesday night that the sum of

J'

county.

sign.

petitions.
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on

street
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away
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would
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Friday to
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and

man
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tem

the
Huitcnga's Jewelry

1

file]

interest when old programs,
copies *nd pnnted matter having
do with the last celebration are
1

W!

to,

vt MW

'

store.
[

Mi Ml

'1

M

job for

adopted

of saving, to pull

the

a sys-

through

in

life.

o„,| ask immediate hearings,
Frequentlythe conferenceCfiQnpt be

-

He

INTERURBAN TRACKS

— —

tough

is a

vvllo hasn’t

the winter of

[he case must be LemblJd or the
'proper official may be otherwiseengpne At about six © clock Tuesday even- ' gaged. The result is a delay of a day
a x 1
I in« a man w1*1 two Pris in an auta- or two, and added cost tt> the Ux
4Jne fact that strikes the writer mobile tried the unusual stunt of payer in the way of hotel bills, etc.
"very forcibly is that when he looked driving to Grand Rapids along
Requests for conferenceshould be
.•over the list of officers of the gen- jnterurban track instead of taking addressedto the Commissioner of In• eral committee who had the semi- the regular concrete road beyond ternal Revenue, Washington, D. O.
centenni*1celebrationto charge at the P. M. tracks. They were from together with a statement of all the
that time, it was evdent that many Grand Rapids and were unfamiliar facts In connectioi. with the cases,
thorn would never serve again, with the road. Just as they
MV ap- and the purpose for which it s deslrtor they have long since passed
proached the east end of Eighth St^ed. The taxpayer will be informed
their reward.
they saw an interurbancar turning by letter or telegramof the date of
That committeeconsistedof 1-1 toward seventh street,and assuming appointmentfor the conference,
members, and during the last 25 that it was time for them to turn
o{ %?* h*v.f. l!*1'with it, they shot down on to the InIhe following list constttuting the terurben tracks end ran under the
.committee both liv.ng snd dead will tunnel. There the suto struck one of
thow conclusively whet inroads the the .upportjng pin.,,, but that did
Strand Theatre
gnm reaper^ has made in the ranks not itop a,, driver. Witb , b„ged
of this committee.
t up radiator he went on still further, Twlay — Const* nc» Binney to
.Here are the officers as pnnted but before jong ^ dawned on him that
BECKY"
jom an official program:
the street he was following was too
front David B*l**co’* famous
President— Dr. G. J. Kollen.
rough and so he turned his car and
•*«f« play. Tha atrangaatstory
Mtec^Sec'y — A. Visscher.
ran back to the regular highway. ovor told on tha acroon. ' A girl
Cor.-S«c*y— G. Van Schelven.
The names of the occupants of the with two aolvat — two aonla— oao
Txeas.— G. W. Mokma.
car were not learned.
of than good, ^ono of than bad.
Executive — -Dr. G. J. Kollen.
Tha things one of than did, tha
Speakers and Historical papers—
other knew nothing of. Can yon
C. Van Schelven.
'imagin* tha poeaibiitieein auch a
Invitation and x Reception— Dr. J.
.SYSTEM
plot. Two comodiaa: Mntt and
W. Beardslee.
Jeff in n Stolen Snooso," special
WIN THE
' Entertainment
— Prof. J. H. Kleintwo reeler, “Hickvilla Tarriora.”
ihaksel
Parade ............... .......L. T. Kanters
Friday, February 17 — Gladys
That the federal reserve banking
-UusicA............. — Prof. J. B. Nykerk
Walton in “High Hoola”. The
Banqbet ....... ...... ^...G. J. Diekema system carried America safely appaalng drama of a frivolous litRelics and Antiquities... .C. DeKeyzer through the difficult war years, that
tlo flapper whe was fldng from
Ways and Means ........K. Schaddclee without it there would almost inevit- bar pedstal and found happinanss
Grounds ............ .....:G. J. Van Duren ably have been a panic long before through disaster. Star Comedy:
Decorations. ...... R. N. De Merrell America entered the war and that
“Back Stage” also 3rd episode of
Transporation ............. W. H. Beach without it it would have been prac“Winners of the West”. .That
Those who have passed away dur- tically impossible to finance the tfar
thrilling rad blooded story of
ing these 25 years are Dr. G. J. without completely disorganizing American history.
Kollen, the late presidentof Hope business were some of the outstandSaturday, Feb. 18 — Marie PreCollege, Attorney A. Visscher, Mr. ing statement in an interesting pavost in “Don't Get Personal.*1The
G. W. Mokma, at one time cashier of per on “Banking” read by Wm. J.
the First State Bank, Dr. . J. W. Westveer. before the Social Progress zippy comedy drama of ,a Follies
beauty who breezed into an arisBeardslee, of the Western Theologi- Club Tuesday evening when that
tocratic family 1 and started a
cal Semnary, Prof. J. H. Kleinheksel, club met at his home.
The paper gave a great deal of- storm that subsidedin a double
L. T. Kanters at one time chief of
wedding. Comedy: Snub Pollard
the fire department,Kommer Schad- interesting information about the
in “Fifteen Minutes.” also Interdelee and G. -J. Van Duren, at one banking systems of America and the
national News Reel of Current
world. It went far back into the
time postmaster of Holland.
Events.
banking history and traced its varMan Searched Car of Coal for Dime. ious steps from the days of barter
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 20to the present highly complicated
21 — Dorothy Philips in “ManDiscovering that he had lost a dime,
system. The various steps in teh deWoman and Marriage.” A mighty
after he had loaded 50 tons of coal In
velopment of the national and state milestone in motion pictures. A
a freight car, WUford Stolberg, a miner
banking systems in the United
of Belleville,III., rboveled the fuel States were of special interest tp ten reel superspecialand shown
at regular prices..
over twice before recovering the loaf
The drama opens and closes in
4t0ltL
The office force of the Holland the present, hut in between comFurniture company surprised May-j es the stone age, the Roman and
Mcaaore of Grcatricts.
or Stephan on his bi/thday by placing
the medievial, admittingof setnas
Great men, great events, great a belated miniature Christmas tree in which thousands of players
on the center table of his private sweep across the vision. Costly
. vpochs, It has been said, grow as we
recede from them; and the rate tt office. The tree contained different gorgeous and brilliant, it depicts
which they grow in the estimation of gifts from the force and was all
woman throughoutthe ages. Commen la In some sort a measure of their a year, have performed their duties edy s Harold Lloyd in “Tha Nonlighted up with small electric glims.
Stop
‘
.greatness.—Principal S .rp.

of

certainly

una
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TIME MAKES INROADS IN RANKS OF

by Mayor Stephan

Mi IfirMi Ml

DOES NOT SAVE!

^

HTW

dancing-

certain the/ sentiment relative to

/,

1MI

K'sAHanlPullforllieManWIio

SAN”

3100 had been expended for temIf your mother-in-lawoffered
five per ce,,t.wi11h*
hr
porary aid the past two weeks.
SS00 to send youi* husband
Holland Salvage Co.
Ex-Supervisor Gdorge Van Lande- from you after convincingyou that w
. oxn A-tnt* , ;•<
gend is in Grand Rapids fin business he no longer loved you, what
^ •i-you do? If you thought he would
hGaatle Lodge Knights of Pythias be happier with another woman MAKE APPOINTMENTS
VANCE, SAYS TAX COLLECTOR
will give a Washington party on would you let him go?
February 23. There will be some, See “O Joy San” at the High
special features for the occasion with school Thursday and Friday nights, To save themselvestime and. trougood music for
Feb. 23rd and 24th and see how she ble>
man.y cVe9’ unnecfiSBajry
(solved the problem.You will bc sure expenditure,taxpayers having bypi1 to love her for her quaint mannerismsnTf93 Wltb tne income tax
the
and her humorous mistakes in En- £ur?au .of Int.e™al Revenue tat

V

'•

F*

PROBLEMS

referred

,

»

5

stk And— skis

I

'

^

Among

10.00

Pq,.^

stands unparalled in the point of dramatic, spectacu-

and humane appeal, with wonderful vistas of the amazons of old, the pagan Courts of ancient Rocm, the chivalry
of medieval days and the sweeping current of that is lile
lar

.

election.

.«a^ ,

»•••••••••••••••••
48.00

Hog Feed ------------------Hay loose, --------- - -----------

WOMAN AND MARRIAGE

A Mighty Milestone in Motion Pictures

5$ 00

Gluetin Feed .......
36.00
'»mry Feed 24% ............45.00
•••»7 Feed 16% ...... \ . 35 00

June.

1Iir

33.00

?Iiddli,ng8

Kirkwood

Dorothy Phillips and Jas.

will

encounter many

it

is

doubt-

withstand the waves.

ful if his frail craft will

the

rough sea and

a

To avoid the rough age of late
two principles. Have a

life

you must apply

definite object in

view and be

systematic. Ittakesonly ll.GOtostart a savings account here and

may be the means

it

of staving off the
SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDS

stormy seas

later on.
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'

You

can
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“THE CASE OF

FEDERAL RESERVE
HELPED

Christmas Saving account

start a

still

•

At Our Bank

v

FIRST HOLLAND,
STATE
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FORD

.

The Universal Car

We

have on hand today more than fifty bona fide orders
for spring delivery. Place your order with one of our
salesmen immediately to insure reasonable delivery when
you want your car. We advise once more— Ford cars will
not he plentiful in the spring.

j

0

'

Holleman

Ofncers* Hat Cords.

Hut cords of general office*.* nr*

Induces Blunt Remarks.

Wednesday and Thursday, FebConstance Talmadge in
“Mamma’a Affair”- — poor mamma
is qut* temperamental and her

Transcript.

Justice.

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Olive were
rand Rapids visitors Monday.

Our tow says well, “To delay Justfct
Is fn)ustlce."—William Penn.

Weerd Auto
Zeeland

Co.

Holland

22-23 —

gold; of nil other officers gold and
razor loses Its temper/tbe black; of men In li’fnntry, light blu^j
daughter pays tha penalty of bar
user of It Is very apt to, also.— Awtoo of men In cavalry, yellow; of men lt>
nerves until one day a handsome
Vartillery, scarlet ; in quartermaster young doctor puts a bomb under
corps, buff: medical department,mamamma and daughter both. It's
A large audience witnessed the roon: coips of engir.eers, scarlet and one of th* peppiest of ConnifVpl*
tures, and is filled with a harral
match game of pocket billiardsat white; ordnance department, black
of laughs. Special comedy “Whan
and
scarlet;
signal
zaps,
orange
and
Will Blom's pocket billiard room FriSpirits Move,” also Fox News real
Vfclto.
day evening, including Several of
of International Events.

When a

De

Byron Center

Kid.”

'

7

Coming next weak, Pole Negri
in “Passion.”

Margolis was convicted on tha
members of the
where theory that W was under arrest
he was employed and asked for a when the whiskey fell In an opindrink. The employer sent Margolis ion the .court finds that Margolis,
upstairs for liquor. While he was when seized by the officer was not
absent the proprietorwas arrested- advised that he was under arrest
One of the policemen met Margolis The treatment he receivedwas for
The opinion came in the case of as he was coming downstairs,grab- the sole purpose of securing the
John Margolis,of Detroit, who was bed him and in the ensuing tussle a whiskey he was believedto htveJ/
* v
convicted of violating a prohibition half pint bottle of whiskey fell from hisDorl'"Lansing, Feb. 10, — The supreme
court of Michigan today ruled that
a convictionwhen the evidence on
which it was obtainedis token from
the person qt toe defendant before
a formal arrest has been made is
invalid.

Two

plain clothes

police force entered the place

>

~

law.

his pocket

